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I. Origins cf the :,`cestionnaire

A few years ago Patricia Cross completed a "descriptive survey of t1.2

junior college student population" (Cross, 1968) that indicated several

important gaps in understanding about junior college students as a population

differing in many ways from college students generally. -While we have some

information about students' reactions to their junior college experiences,

almost all of it is from students who later transferred to fouryear colleges.

We really do not know how vocationally oriented students feel about their

junior college experiences, nor do we know much about the satisfactions and

dissatisfactic :s of those who drop out. We know almost nothing about those

students with obviously unrealistic aspirations (Cross, 1968, p. 50)."

These observations of a number of inform,ti.onal gaps led Cross to suggest

a need for a new kind of standardizd procedure tat would help junior college

administrators ,rd faculty memo:.'; learn what educational concerns junior

college students had and how effectively they saw their needs being met. The

College Entrance Examination Board followed her suggestion with funds for an

interview survey of junior college students, faculty members, and administrators

to verify the ..1 she perceived and to gather information on the form and content

of a questionnaire that would help meet that need.

Interviews conducted early in 1969 at 18 geographically scattered junior

colleges generally confirmed the desirability of some form of questionnaire to

gather information systematically about junior college students' perceptions

of their college experiences. With joint support from the College Board and

Educational Testing Service, a questionnr-ire was developed, criticized, modified,

tried out, revised, tried agaiu, revised again, and made ready for publication.

This report is a description of that process.
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Specifications for development of the questiovmaire

In Cross's original proposal for the development of a junior college question-

naire, several specifications were established that guided the questionnaire's

development. In spite of some modifications, they were followed fairly closely

throughout the project.

1. The prirar purpose of the questionnaire as to serve as a vehicle

through which students could provide administrators and faculty

with information to be used in planning and revising educatiinal

programs and services. Emphasis was to be on areas of student

concern about which the college could do something. The informr,-

tion provided was to indicate actions that could be taken by tfe

college. Research purposes were to be secondary.

2. The questionnaire was to provide information about the collective

views of groups of students. Responses of individual students

would be used only to arrive at those collective views and would

probably not be useful indicators of individual student attitudes.

3. The questionnaire results were to be understandable to junior

college staff members and students without the need for interpre-

tation by a researcher or methodologist. The items we,-e to be

specific enough that possible corrective actions for undesirable

situations would be apparent, yet general enoLgh be more than

trivial. For example, an item like "my instructors are doing a

good job" would be too general to be useful. 'My math instructor

doesn't correct our %,.ekly quizzes" is probably too specific to



part of a broadly used questionnaire of limited length. But

"my instructors are available outside class at times convenient

to me" carries general information that may be important and

about which action can be taken if a large proportion of students

say it is false.

4. Simplicity and directness were to be major goa.s, both in the

content and wording of the items and in the nature of the infor-

r-,tion provided in the results. The users should neither be

swamped with data nor provided only with general summaries from

which few specific conclusions could be reached. Items should

be worded to deal directly with issues of concern rather than to

approach them through subtle allusions.

5. Each item should be capab:e of standing alone, providing useful

information indecendentl) .1-,1 other items, and the usefulness of the

information should be obvious to the students. Ascing students to

respond to quc-tionnaires having little obvious re]evance to their

education or to their college is increasingly difficult to defend.

6. The respondents were to be students who had had a ilLnimum of about

one term's experience at the college. While the views of new

students, prospective students, faculty members, administrators,

alumni, employers, and others concerned with junior colleges all

are important for some purposes, ,hey were not to be '_11e concern

of the present questionnaire. The content and wording of the

items were therefore to be appropriate to experienced junior

college students.
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7. Flexibility should be provided in the use; to vhich the results

could be put. Opportunities should be provided for individual

colleges to add items written locally to reflect concerns of

particular interest. Provisions should also be made for grouping

students in ways of interest at each particular college. Group-

ing according to distance of the college from the students' homes,

for example, may be important at one college but not another,

while grouping according to age may be important at the second

college but not the first.

These considerations helped in the resolution of a number of issues in

the development cf the questionnaire, some relatively minor and others more

important. One such issue was the determination to consider experienced students

as the respondents. This permits the items to deal retrospectively with

recent past exp(LLences, but i' al5) prevents the questionnaire from being

used effectively with entering students. Another issue revolved around the

instrument's purpose as an indicator of collective studen, views. With this

purpose, identification of individual students is unnecessary and student

anonymity could be built into the procedures for administering the questionnaire.

While student anonymity is considered important, some relaxation of this point

has been made in providing for a local option that would permit identification

of individual students.

AntiLipated content

Cross's (1968) review of junior college student characteristics

had suggested a number of areas about which students could provide useful

information. Among them were the following:
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o Self concepts--perceived strengths to build upon, weaknesses

to be remedied.

o Interests, preferred activities, personality orientations,

styles of living.

o Goals, aspirations, reasons for attending college.

Experiences in collegewith classes, other students outside

class, programs, and services.

Home environment--conflicts, sources of encouragement,

problems of housing, transportation, etc.

o Financial needs.

o Problems of educational and vocational planning.

All these areas have not been equally represented in the final questionnaire.

Self concepts and interests, for example, gradually lost ground as the question-

naire was develer;:d. The stud':.' "' reactions to the college as an external,

environmental influence on stud, experiences took pre, t,'-fl , e over student

attitudes about themselves and other person-focused views. An exception was in

the area of student plans, which remained in the questionnaire. This shift in

emphasis resulted from the expressions of concern voiced in the interviews and

from student reactions to the early trial items. The final version therefore

evolved throgh several stages from a version in which the areas above were more

equally represented to one that more accurately reflected the concerns students

said shout: be expressed.
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II. interl,iews

Intervews to identify concerns of students, faculty members, and adm4n-

istratois were conducted early in 1969 with 16- students, 60 faculty members,

and 45 administrators in 18 junior colleges in five states from coast to coast.

The Interiewers were staff members or graduate students associated with the

College Entrance Examination Board, tIle Center for Research and Development

in Higher Education, the Ma'ter of Arts in Teaching prow-am at the University

of North Carolina, the Regional Educational Laboratory for the Carolinas and

Virgini.1, the Learning Institute of North Carolina, and several offices of LTS.

The interviews were loo ly structured around 20 general, open-endee questions

that the interviewers elaborated or at their discretion. The persons interviewed

were asked, in effect, to describe issues they considered important in each of

the areas represented by the 20 ;road questions.

In each college, interviews were conducted with 2 to 4 persons from among

the president, the dean of inst.uction, the dean of student personnel, the

director of counseling, or comparable administrators; with 2 to 4 faculty

members, including vocational or technical teaching staff as well as transfer

program staff; and with 6 to 10 students. Many kinds of students were included-

adults and part-time students as well as full-timo students fresh from high

school; minority group students; the academicaLly talented as w-A11 as the

academically undistinguished; those acLive in student organizatioos and those

not; satisfied, uncritical students as well as contentious, vocal, critical

students.

Because of the exploratory nature of the interviews, he questions were

intended to be no more than indicators of broad areas within which the persons

interviewed could describe their own observations and experiences as members of
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Interviews ware conducted individually, lit also in groups of two

or three persons. Th.: group interviews were o. ten particularly productive as

points got corroborated or as a comment by one person triggered an amplifying

or contrasting remark by another person. The persons interviewed had been

informed of the reasons for the interviews several days in advance, and so

h..,d had time to ref:0ot on the issues of concern to them rather than havin

t. respcnd only with their initial f_f_,ughts.

Content of the interviews

Four major kinds of comments emerged in the interviews. The concerns

most often expressed by the interviewed students dealt with (1) instructional

problems, such as the ineffectiveness of remedial courses, or lack of faculty

interest in students and (2) administrative problems, such,,.1,s difficulty in

scheduling desired courses. But these often were tied to (3) student goals and

expectation,:, as when course recuilements seemed inappropriate to the student's

goals, or (4) living arrangements, as when the desired classes couldu't be

scheduled because of constraints imposed by commuting or a job.

Instructional experiences include out-of-class studying, college facilities,

and staff-student relations as well as classroom experiences. Administrative

requirements include such things as course prerequisites, patterns of courses

required for graduation (e.g., "breadth" requirements), and administrative regula-

tions (e.g., a course cannot be dropped after the fifth week of the semester).

Living arrangements include housing, transpoitation, financial matters, and

social and extracurricular life. Student goals and expectations were inferred

directly from comments indicating what the students would like and indirectly

from the kinds of problems they said they were facing or staff members thought

students might be facing.
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111: volume of student comments in each of the four general areas, and

the number of issues raised in each, su,;gested that the instrument be designed

with instructional issues ,ien the major emphasis, administrative requirements

secondary emphasis, and goals and living arrangements some representation.

Faculty and admin'strator views could be orgenized in the same four broad

areas as the student viee-s, 1-at their c' phases differed horn those of the stu-

dents. Staff members stressed a desire to know what the students wanted from

college, their goals and e,pectations. This view seemed to reflect a genuine

and i,,rvasive concern on the ptrt of the staff :embers to provide educational

experiences the students would want and value. Let it also 1lieu an attitude

that if the staff mce.bers could only be told what the students wanted in terms

of moderately lone,- range goals, the sr-If: .',en; as professional educators,

organize programs that would bring students te to;e goals.

The student concerns were more immediate. Students wanted to tell the

staff about the good and bad aspects of cllgt as they appeared in the students'

daily encounters with the college. The process of their education was their

primary concern; the outcome or product was important but secondary. Staff

members, in contrast, were more interested in hearing about the students' desired

outcomes than about the daily processes of education.

This is an over-simplified state-amt of staff and student differences in

viewpoint. Some staff members did express more interest in immediate student

concerns than in their long-range goals. Nevertheless, the general picture of

staff members being primarily interested in knowing the students' educational

objectives, while students wanted to deal with more immeuiate problems, is

reasonably accurate. And the two views, in spite of their different emphases,

can be accommodated in a single set of items.
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Detailed observations from the interviews, organized into the four areas

just described, are presented below. These observations and others like them

were the primary source of item content for the questionnaire.



(

Interview Results

Instructional Experiences

A system is needed for students to evaluate the quality of instruction.
Some students criticize individual teachers; others criticize teaching methods.

Faculty members also criticize the teaching as unimaginative and irrelevant,
suggesting that teaching techniques other than lectures be tried,

Students express their view of faculty indifference in such statements as,
"They don't teach, they test." They feel they are left on their own to get
whatever they c.:1, from the hook, They also complain that the coursework is
"busywork," not ciiallenging, only time-consuming. Some students say their
instructors "go over and over the material until everybody gets it."

On the other hand, mane students feel the faculty is overloaded with classes
and too many ext7aneous duties. Students get discouraged over the inability to
see faculty. Faculty salaries and working conditions are often considered
inadequate.

Low morale is indicated by students who say, "lt's like a high school," and
faculty members who say, "it needs more of an academic environment."

"The faculty expect too much" is countered by the equally often stated view
that "the faculty expect too little."

Both faculty and student; f.:.21 a need for younger teachers and teachers with
a background in college teaching rather than in high school teaching. Adminis-
trators do not necessarily agree with this. Teachers from high school backgrounds
tend to treat the older adolescents as high school students. Veterans are espec-
ially resentful.

Remedial courses evoke ambivalent reactions from students. Administrators
generally feel that they are doing a good job in their tracking and tutorial
programs and in their efforts for academically deficient students. Students do
recognize their academic deficiencies. They appreciate the opportunity offered
in rem-.dial courses to improve their basic capaLilities, but they don't like the
stigma associated with such courses. They also resent having to take them
without academic credit and are not impressed with the "help" provided by many
of the courses.

Faculty members are concerned abort the selection and placement of students
in remedial programs, occupational pro,,,ras, ,ir any set of courses for which
students are expected to have certain qualificatiois, or to lack certain qualifi-
cations.

Instructors would like tests that place students appropriat'lly with respect
to sequences of remedial English or mathematics courses. In many of the occupa-
tional programs a test of mechanical information is considerad desirable.
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According to stideLts, selection or placement procedures that seem reasonable
to college staff often id to their confusion, uncertainty, and discouragement.
Such procedures sometime; limit the options open to many students and impede

their progress througt t e institution.

Many students hav, t-ouble with the institutional structure, administrative

or instructional, but i e they are not able to complain about their difficulties

effectively, They say 1?.t er channels are needed for expression of student
grievances and more deci.i n-making power should be given to student representa-

tives and to the student xi}, as a whole.

Faculty members and atr inistrators tend to say that students participate

freely in college affairs. students say that may be true, but that the partici-

pation is ineffectual.

Most administrators and aculty feel it is difficult to eetermine how much

students are participating in -he existing opportunities for student involvement

in governance, or how they fee about their role.

Students voice a strong desire for feedback on studies of student character-

istics and opinion. Some arc suspicious of the motives of the researchers, the
sponsoring agencies, and those who have access to the information.

Communication is not as open and effective as faculty members and admin-

istrators think. Administrators think they arc, reasonably close to the students;

the students don't. In some cases students don't even know who the administrators

are. Exceptions are those students active in student affairs.

Faculty in general feel that administrators are too far removed from the

students. Even so, administrators say they feel closer to students than they

do to the faculty.

Teacher-to-teacher communication is very poor, and if it does exist, it is

primarily within departments.

Faculty often show a reluctance to change, i.e., a desire to preserve the

status quo.

Communication is often poor between instructors and counselors, and con-
flicting perceptions exist as to the college's function and the instructors' and

counselors' roles.

The faculty feel they are not involved in decision making. Faculty and
counselors are critical of administrators becayse they feel administrators are
not aware of their problems, and when they are they are slow to move.

On the other hand, administrators express difficulty in working with faculty
senates and in finding faculty who are willing to understand and become involved

with students.

Although communication seems better between faculty and students than
between administrators and students, areas of ten3ion or mistrust exist between

students and faculty. At many colleges, informal contact between students and
faculty is rare.
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The punitive effect of grades and the instructors' power to penalize
students inhibit student-faculty communication. (A grading system of Pass or
No Credit is suggested as one way to remove the punitive element from grades.)
So does the tendency for some faculty members to treat junior college students
simply as older high school students. The segregation of rest rooms and eating
areas into faculty and student facilities is also a source of student resentment.

Interestingly, faculty members seem more concerned than students atout
faculty-student communication.

Students are critical of the library and suggest it be expanded.

All groups note the lack of quiet places for study on campus. Students say
the library is not a good place to study, but most feel that they cannot study
well at home either. Faculty members believe the home environment is not con-
ducive to study.

The book store should be more responsive to student needs and should be
more efficient.

Suggested additions to facilities are laboratories, shops, an auditorium,
a gymnasium, and more faculty office space.

Administrative Requirements

Registration procedures and other administrative irritants are widely
criticized and at times provoke more than irritation.. Soul& students see much
of the administrative routine to which they are subjected as hiddri tuition in
the sense that their time is imposed on simply for the convenience of the .

administrative staff.

A number of comments dealt with the problems students face in working
their way through the organizational structure of the institution or with the
constraints imposed on students by organizational patterns, for examnle in
fulfilling program requirements.

Registration procedures need to be improved. According to students,
achieving a desirable program of classes is difficult primarily because of
time conflicts or an insufficient number of sections. Required courses are
especially hard tD get. Classes fill so quickly at registration that students
often are forced to fill out their programs with a hodge-podge of courses at
the last minute.

Students want organized orientation sessions prior to registration.

Some students feel that the teacher/student ratio i'.5 too rigid. If a

teacher is particularly good, the size of his classes shlld not '-..e arbitrarily
limited.

Other problems with organizational structure have to do with transferring
coupe credits to four-year institutions, to parallel institutions, from other
,nstitutions into the junior college, and across programs within a single
college. Student:; express uncertainty and concern over all these procedural
questions.
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Disagreement is found witl respect to rules. Students, more than faculty,

criticize college rules for a variety of reasons. Many feel the rules are too
lenient and permissive and advocate establishing new rules, such as dress codes,
and stricter enforcement of existing rules, such as class attendance require-
ments. These students tend to feel that other students goof off, ned regula-
tions, and have no regard for school grounds or property.

Other students feel the rules for student conduct are too much like high

school rules. To them, there are a lot of "picky" rules, so many, in fact,
that few or none of them are really enforced. They advoc:.ce abolition of dress

codes and "cut" systems. These students feel that the faculty and administration

do not treat students as adults.

Admission requirements for particular classes are an important issue with

both faculty and students. Some say the requirements are too strict; others

say they're too loose.

At several colleges, presidents talked about their open door policy, but
the students felt is existed only in principle, not in practice. Students and
faculty together, complain of the consequences of open admission, _especially
the presence in college of the unmotivated, academically marginal students,
who are seen to interfere with faculty members trying to teach and with more
capable students trying to learn.

Students feel that grades are necessary, but there should be a "no report"
grade in general education subjects and more use of the pass-no credit system.

Attrition is an issue administrators report. Where faculty members are
strongly concerned with the success on the job of graduates of their programs,
an unnecessarily high dropout rate may be induced, sometimes leaving as few as
25 percent of a program's entering students completing the program, Other
reasons, of course, can also lead to high attrition with a program, and high
attrition isn't always considered undesirable.

Wide disagreement exists, among students and among faculty, on the desir-
ability of flexible or rigid curricula and of broad or narrow academic require-

ments. Some favor required, "well-rounded" programs for all students. Others,
especially vocational students and faculty, think students have too many required
courses outside their major field while supporting a highlystructured program
within a field. Still others think students should have wide latitude in *heir
choices of all courses.

Some colleges have as their main function preparation for transfer to a
four-year college. Others are almost entirely job-oriented, with little concern
for transfer to senior institutions. Still others concentrate on educationbl
remediation in preparation for the other two preparatory programs. Wherever
there is an unbalanced emphasis on certain programs, some students are unhappy.

Students at colleges stressing transfer programs and who plan to get jobs
feel their courses should have greater vocational relevance with respect to

breadth, variety, and content. Students at job-oriented colleges but who want
further education after junior college say their courses don't adequately pre-
pare them for transfer to four-year colleges.

Ways of evaluating institutional effectiveness are needed, including
gathering information on graduates.
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Student Coals and Expectations

Students generally say they are personally getting what they want out of

the college and doing what they want to do. However, a large number of students

are uncertain about where they want to go and whether what they are doing is
getting them there. They want help with self-directior, establishment of
purposes, learning about available goals, ana making decisions.

Many students don't think they have enough,information to make decisions
about courses or programs or jobs or what they might be using their college
experience for. This makes many of them willing to follow instructions or
standard programs if they think the faculty and administrators know what they
are doing.

The faculty, on their side, often see one of their major functions to be
giving direction, telling students what they should do, -what courses to take,

what occupations to prepare for, how to proceed through college to reach the
highest educational level the student's aptitude will permit.

An impression produced by these comments and others is that,students are
often unsure of themselves and whether what they are doing is really produttive,

They want information from the faculty that wi:1 le'_ them evaluate their current
acti.vities and directions so they can resolve their uncertainty.

What students would prefer, though,, is not being directed by faculty or
administrators, but being given enough information about possible options for
them to decide their own directions.. They are mildly resentful of the fact
that neither the programs nor personnel of the college give them the information
they need. They either don't consider or don't accept the view that the infor-
mation they wane may not exist and if it does the faculty may not have it to
give them.

Students want to know, for example, whether they can be a nurse even if
they can't handle chemistry or whether they have enough artistic ability to be
an architerz. When faculty members and counse)ors can't give them answers;
the students are often left with a feeling of having been let dovn.

In spite of their uncertainties, students, especially the younger ones,
find it difficult to admit that they need help. Counselors verify this in

admiting that they are not overworked.

Students at a college fortuitously, because of location or some other
relatively extraneous reason, often seem to be directed into a particular
vocational (or transf,-ar) program on the basis cf availability of programs, or
availability of openings in a program. For th large number of students who
ar..: uncertain about their goals, the initial direction of their progra- thus

seems to be determined largely by happenstance. And, when these students have
not yet developed a large measure of independerce or when they attend an
institution concentrating too much on one type of program, they sometimes
find it difficult to change directions after getting started in college.

Differences in prestige or status among programs seem to influence students'

decisions about their majors. All segments of the college feel uncertain what
role the college staff plays, purposefully or inadvertently, in influencing

those decisions.
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Faculty, administrators, and students all express a desire for batter

counseling services. Students say they want a counselin^ service that can

reduce their uncertainties, Their criticisms of the counselino, services,

which are frequent, center aroLnd the counselors' inability to give them
adequate information about jab possibilities, job requirements, transfer-
ability of course credits, course prerequisites at four-year institutions,
and other "facts" with ,hick to direct their activities.

Students often say they don't know to whom to go for certain kinds of

help.

Administrators and faculty members give the complementary picture of the

desired counseling service. They want better tests so they will be able to
classify students better and direct them with more assurance through the various
paths to jobs of further education. Both groups indicate that people in advisory
capacities should be better prepared and that better communication is needed
between the faculty and counselors.

On their sice, counselors say they have little power and prestige;
therefore, they can do very little to help the student.

The diversity of the student body is recognized as a problem. Host people
agree that all students are not served equally well, and the various colleges
seem to have their own strnagths and weaknesses in this respect.

Two student groups -- older students and students whose academic skills
ale deficient -- have reasons for being in college that differ in a variety of

ways from those of otner students. Students in either of these groups often
differ from other students ink their immediate objectives, in the specificity
of their goals, in their readiness to defer decisions while exploring various
alternatives, in the kinds of programs they find suitable, and in other ways

that go beyond simple differences in curricular preferences.

One common weakness, recognized by students and faculty alike, is a failure
to accommodate adequately the older students who return to school after being

away from it for several years. These students often feel out of place. While
conscientious, their study patterns may not be efficient. Student activities
are geared toward young, single adults, with the older students seldom partici-

pating in out-of-class college activities.

Bow to serve the variety of students enrolled seems to be a major problem.
Many faculty members like the diversity in intellectuality of the students and

find it a challenge to their teaching skills. All groups feel better accom-
modation is needed of the range of student abilities and educational goals.

Students and faculty as well as administrators are concerned about the
local community's support with respect to part-time employment, housing, job
placement of graduates, and assistance in training vocational students. Some
faculty members tnink local industry should be responsible for helping with

vocational prograns that provide them with trained personnel. All agree that
community support is important, and that where it is lacking, junior college
can be a frustrating experience for students and faculty.
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Some junior colleges, or some departments within a junior college, or some
instructors within a department pride themselves on the accuracy with which
they respond to occupational requirements within the surrounding community.
Commendable as this is, it represents an educational orientation too narrow
for many students who want to explore a variety of eCucational an:, occupational
options.

or
Living Arrangements

Students repeatedly mention time as a major problem. Even the full-tire,
unmarried students juggle on-campus and off-campus activities, and travel
between the two, to make the most of time that is broken up into a jumble of
odd-sized pieces, The married, employed students nave even more difficulty.

Although this is a problem not peculiar to junior colleges or to students,
some attention needs to be given to class scheduling, administrative routine,
transportation facilities, study facilities, food services, baby-sitting
services, and other problems of simple existence and allocation of time.

More financial aid is needed.

Employment services should be better, both for part-tilae jobs while in
college and for job placement after leaving college.

A number of students express concern about the job opportunities available
for graduates with an AA degree who don't transfer but haven't taken an occupa-
tional program.

Extracurricular activities are often nonexistent. More social events and
nonacademic campus programs are needed.

Agreement is widespread that physical facilities need improvement. All
segments of the college feel there are insufficient funds to provide enough
facilities -- classrooms, stud:Int meeting; Cr. most campuses there
are inadeqJate facilities for parking, lounging, eating, studying, and recreation.

Students are aware of these inadequacies and their ill effects on the
co_lege. For exanple, the sterile buildings a ,:allege may occupy can dampen
any spirit of consideration and warmth along c oclle2 community.

Many of the colleges have only minimal food services.

Help is need 2d with ho::,--fng and trans ?c:

are wanted.
12xbanded parking facilities

Students feel that the lack of a daily s:Ldent newspape: contributes to the
general Jack of communication.
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III. Conferences
.

The subjective analysis of reports of interviews structured as loosely

as those conducted with the junior college students and staff has at least

0.

two deficiencies. First, no protection exists against the coloring of the

results to reflect the biases of the person carrying out the an..lysis, whether

done consciously or not. Second, a person who has had detailed interviews

with a number of students and staff members can be expectod to have formed

valid and useful impressions of the college and its several _onstituencies

as a collective result of the interviews, impressions that may rot be apparent

in any single interview report.

To remedy both these deficiencies, at least to some extent, two one-day

conferences were held with the interviewers and other junior college personnel

involved in the project. The conferences, one on the east coast and one on

toe west coast, were intended to clarify the information provided in the

interview reports, establish some hierarchy of importance in the information

to be gathered by the prospective questionnaire, and discuss its form and

potential uses. As a result of the conferences several decisions further

defining the nature of the questionnaire, with respect to both content and

form, were possible. Matters relating to content have been incorporated in

the detailed list presented in the previous section of issues discussed in

the interviews. Issues regarding form are presented below.
4

1. The questionnaire was to be directed to experienced students rather

than entering freshmen, since its purpose was to provide college personnel

with information about student reactions to college -- problems encountered

and critical observations about the college's Programs and procediftes.
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Facu:ty members, alumni, and potential employers, as well as enturing students

and high school seniors, were rejected as potential r-spomdc,ats. Even though

these groups could provide useful information about a collee'S programs, all

of them could not reasonably be accommodated with a single instrument. The

most important source of information was considered to be QiIrront, experienced

`students.

2. Thu questionnaire had been planned from the first to provide

institutional inf )rmation rather than informa'ion about itldividual students.

This view was strJrtgly supported ... the conferences. Ren-4enbly general

agrecent. seemed to be reached that sudent names should oot, be required and

that individual students shoild not be identil.;-d on the en:'wer sheets. In

fact, many felt that student names should not even be optional, that no space

should be provided in which names could be put. _Other introatont!, or special

procedures in the use of the present questionnaire, such os precoding question-

naires ,d.ninistered to those kinds of students of parliculzic interest, would

be necessary for some purposes otherwise served throuph e identification of

individual rusponients. This seemed a reasonable price te nay for student

trust.

3. The instrument was to be designed primarily as zi device to help students

convey to faculty and administration their views on how tlie college's programs

and procedures might be improvkl. This purposegiving stWents a vehicle for

e.4;pressirg their /Jewsdiffers in a subtle but important u,r; from the purpose

initially contemplated--providing administrators with useful information. lhe

constituency to be. served by the questionnaire was primarily students and

secondarily staff members. Services to these two constituencies should not be

incompatible, which accounts for the subtlety of the distito,cion, but the
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emphasis was to be clearly on the students. The need for an instrument

directed explicitly to this revised purpose had been pointed out in a Report

to the President by 22 congressmen who visited a number of colleges in 1969,

talking informally with students. "On campus after campus we found widespread

criticism from students who feel unable to communicate with administrators and

fat.uty. They believe that no channel is open to them to make their views

known (Congressional Record, 1969,."

That adinistrato.s and faculty should find the instrument valuable was

of course important, but it value to them was considered largely dependent on

the stu:ents' accepting thL instrument as one directed to their own interests.

The imtLrviews and the conference participants experiences indicated that

many st,dents resent being asked to spend time filling out questionnaires to

serve s(.-t(' arcane purpose of an administrator. Students find little credibility

in administrators' assertions that they need information from students in crdcr

to serve them more effectively. The instrument, therefore, was to serve the

students directly by helping them communicate their ideas on what they consider

important. An incidental consequence of this in orientation was that

students, or a stuck-lt representative, were to be sent reports of results

directly, or at tie minimum, procedures were to be established for students

CO have access to the results. Most of the conference participants felt that

the instrumet should also be available to audent groups for administration

and that studel.ts should be involved in he planning when the institution

initiates its use.

In summary, the questionnaire should be completed anonymously by experienced

junior college students to indicate their concerns and suggestions for improving

their college experiences. The primary purpose should be to act as a channel

for the communication of student views to the faculty and administration.
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Always
false

( )

I

Usually
false

( )

Because (check one or more):
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Sometimes true,
sometimes false

( )

( )a. Grades are used as punishment
if the instructor thinks you
should do better.

( )b. They grade according to how much
you agree with their point of view.,

( )c. They allow personal feelings toward
students to influence grades.

( )d. Th.), set impossible standards;
bardly anyone gets an A.

( )e. Their exams don't test how much
you know.

Usually
true

( )

Always

true

( )

II

Because (check one or more):

( )a. They allow for differences of
opinion.

( )b. Standards of performance are
reasonable.

( )c. They use a variety of measures
to determine a grade.

( )d. The exams are realistic.

( )e. They let students know what is
expected of them.

Figure 1. Illustrative item
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elaboiation is also illustrated in Figure 1 c_oc the item on the fairness of instructors'

grade- The content of the basic statements at.d of the reasons for their being

true or false were culled from the interviews-. Instructions to the students

were to check the elaborative comments only in that column that was pertinent

unless their response was "So-,etimes true, sometires false."

Six items in each of eight arees, with ten elaborative statements for each

item wol,:id make total of 48 basic items and 480 elaborative items. No student,

bowever, would be expected to res:nd to all the items. First, the instructions

to the studehts asked them to skip a:lv items dealing with areas they considered

relatively unimportant, Second, only alout ha]f of the elaborative items would

be checked. Most students, tl:en, woule be expected to resrond to something on

the order of 150 items in total, Having chosen the 150 items ;rom among more

than 500 on the basis of their importance to him, the student would have provided

far more- useful 'nformation ' }'et would if the questionnaire were limited to

about 150 items, with the student asked to respond to all of them.

Review of the above prototype questiohnaire by a number of people within

ETS led to some reduction and simplification. The small first section consisting

of items on student goals was abandoned, and its content was incorporated into

the remainder of the questionnaire. Rather than being stated explicitly, goals

were to be inferred tram the student's responses to items about his specific_

concerns, such as, "I'm not learning much that will be useful in a job." The

basic items were reduced from 48 to 30, each with about ten elaborative items

giving reasons for the student's response to the basic item.

Further review within ETS led to the conclusion that the dual form of items

described above was still too complex to be feasible. A third draft'question-

naire was then developed that retained the content of the 300 items of the
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second version but presented it in a simpler format. The 30 issues represented

by the basic items of thy second draft were retained, and eacn issue was made

the basis for ten specific items, In the third draft, however, each item was

to be responded to independently of any other instead of in the two-stage

pi ss of the first draft. The ten items representing each issue were made

up of three different kinds of items, but the ability of each item to stand

alone, withbat reference to any other item, seemed to simplify the response

process.

In every group of ten items, three referred to specific events during the

preceding two weeks (e.g., talked to an instructor about a grade). Four items

referred to general impressions about the college (e.g., working for grades

often keeps me from learning as imich as I might). The fina3 three items in

each group of ten were statements to which the student would respond by indicat-

ing whether or not he would like to find that kind of experience in college

(e.g., grades based more on day-to-day work than a few big exams or papers).

This third draft of the questionnaire, requiring a less complex task of

the respondents than either of the first two drafts while retaining the content

developed from the interviews, went through three more preparatory processes

before being given a major trial with a large number of students. Two small-

scale pilot trials, each at a single junior college, were conducted to determine

what response format to adopt. Finally, a group of 16 students from 6 junior

colleges spent two days reviewing the questionnaire in detail, item by item,

suggesting changes in wording and occasionally in content to make the items

sound natural and realistic to junior college students.
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V, .ormat Trials

Two decisions about the format of the questionnaire were examined with two

small pilot administrations in October, 1970. One was to test the feasibility

of giving students a large number of items with instructions to skip those

they consider unimportant.. The other was to determine the effects of different

numbers of response categories.

Option to skip items

The purpose of the questionnaire is to indicate common stude:it perceptions

of the college and of the students' experiences in the college. If students are

encouraged to skip items they consider unimportant, the time to complete the

questionnaire can be spent on important iss-ues rather than being partially

dissipated on items that are unimportant to some groups of students or in certain

situations. A larger total number of items and broader content could be offered,

and more useful information miget ue gathered. On the other hand, whether any

real saving in time could be achieved, and whether the decisions to skip items

would be based on item importance or on extraneous considerations, such as the

number of words in the item and the time it would take to read it, were not

known. Further, the possibility seemed worth testing that item interrelationships,

and therefore item meanings, when all the items were important to the student

would be different than when some were important and some unimportant..

To examine the effects of the option to skip items, a heterogeneous group

of 558 students at West Valley College in Campbell, California, was split appro::-

imately into thirds. One group completed the entire questionnaire, skipping

items considered unimportant. The other two groups completed random halves of

the questionnaire without the option to skip items. The questionnaire was
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administered in classes, with 'he three foams distributed randomly within

each class. There was no time limit, but students were expect(' to spend no

more than a class period, cr about 45 minutes, on the questionnaire.

Because the questionnaire was organized into 30 groups of items, each

consisting of 10 related items, the omitted items were expected to occur in

groups of Len. The numbers of students responding to common sets of items,

even with the option to skip, were expected to be large enough to permit factor-

ing of the items. If the factor structures were similar enough to indicate

that similar inferences could be made about common student perceptions, whether

items were skipped or not, and if other difficulties did not appear, the option

to skip would be retained in the final form of the questionnaire.

The results were equivocal. Len with grouping of related items,

the numbers of students completing common sets of items were too small to permit

reasonable results from a factor analysis. In another sense, though, the option

to skip clearly failed in that most of the students who had the option to skip

simply omitted the last third of the items. The assumption that the students

would judiciously se]ec' the items to which they would respond was unsupportable.

Several reasons can bc_ offered for the failure of the Item-skipping option

to produce better information in a limited amount of time. Fot the selection

process to work, some procedure must be provided for the students to scan the

total body of content of the questionnaire. The initial instructions, and the

brief descriptions of the general content of each Stem group, may have been too

vague to let students make sensible decisions about which item groups to exclude.

The grouping of the items, which was done on the basis of appearance of similarit;'

of content rather than on any empirical basis, may have been inconsistent with

student perceptions and might have confused rather than facilitaLed item selection.
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Finally, the lay-out of the questionnaire, with 30 pages and 10 items per page,

may have interfered with the expeditious overview of the content that would be

necessary for sensible selection,

If economy in administration time is important, improved procedures for

grouping items and for permitting selective responses may be worth further

exploration. If factor analysis should reveal a consistent underlying structure

in the questionnaire, the items could be group!d in terms of factors, those

consistently showing the highest loadings appearing first. After responding

to the three or four items with the highest loadings on a factor, the student

could be instructed to omit the remaining items in that group, unless he con-

sidered that topic particularly important. The item groups might then be

assembled into the total questionnaire in order of decreasing importance of

the content to the persons administering the questionnaire. The students'

tendency to omit more items toward the end of the questionnaire would then

concentrate the responses on the more important items.

On the other hand, the saving in respondents' time and the extension of the

content covered may not be great enough to justify the complications introduced

by the option to skip items. A set of items may be found that is both small

enough and comprehensive enough that skipping items may not be necessary with

reasonable administration time. The difficulties in interpreting data in which

large gaps exist, even when the gaps are imposed z-Lcionaliy, may be too high a

price to pay for economies in administration time. In any case, the effort with

Student Reactions to College was unsuccessfu3.

Effects of different numbers of res2onse categories

The items ask the students to indicate their attitudes, experiences, and

preferences. The responses called for can range from a dichotomous, Yes-No,
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response to a more finely graded response indicated by a choice of one Prot

among any number of ordered categories. The optimal number of response categories

depends on a number of interacting considerations. The reliability of multiple-

item scales, for example, is not appreciably affected by the number of response

categories (Matell & Jacoby, 1971), except when the reliability is low to begin

with (Komorita & Graham, 1965) or the comparison is between two response cate-

gories and any larger number (Bendig, 1954).

These conclusions do not necessarily apply, however, when the information

of interest is in multiple responses to individual items. The potential amount

of information in an item, whether treated individually or as an element in a

multiple-item scale, increases with an increase in the number of response cate-

gories (Garner, 1962). Yet most respondents are unable to use more than about

nine categories effectively and, depending on the nature of the item, may be

able to use no more than five (Miller, 1956). Validity has rarely been studied

in relation tc the number of response categories (Matell & Jacoby, 1971),

Considerations other than reliability and validity also enter into deter-

mination of the optimal number of response categories. Low response time per

item may be associated with a high effect of response set (Trott & Jackson, 1971).

The acceptability of the items to the respondents may vary with the number of

response categories (Strahan, 1971). Whether the items refer to the respondents

personally or to nonpersonal or external content may also affect the way the items

function (Rundquist, 1966).

Since the items of the present questionnaire were not intended to be

combined into multiple-item scales, and since the basic information was to

apply to the institution rather than to individual respondents, questions of
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scale reliability were not appropriate. Different numbers of response caterories

could affect the ,time required to complete the questionnaire, student acceptance

of the questionnaire, and the meaning of the response. To examine these effects,

three abbreviated forms of the questionnaire, each consisting of the same items

but with different numbers of response categories, were administered to a total

of 558 students at City College of San 7rancisco. The i.!entical numbers of

students in the two format trials was the result of happenstance. Groups of

approximately 600 were desired.

Each form of the questionnaire consisted of the same 70 items that had been

selected randomly from the total number of items on the questionnaire. One form

asked for a t,ao-category (No-Yes) response. A second form added an intermediate,

uncertain crtegory labeled wit;, a question mark. The third form provided five

response categories labeled Defin4tely Not, No, ?, Yes, Definitely Yes. The

three forms were distributed haphazardly within a set of social science classes,

approximately equal '1:,bers of each form being completed in ea%,;. class. No time

limit was imposed, but the studnts all started on signal and recorded, to the

nearest minute, the time th3y wont completing the questionnaire.

Response time did not ,i1::er appreciably a:2=g t1-.e C..ree response formats.

The mean times to complete the three 70-item fors were 9.2, 10.2, and 10.4

minutes for the two-category, three-category, and five-category forms.

To examine the three response formats for differences in the meanings

implied by the responses, the three sets of items were factored. If the meaning

in a set of responses to an item is unaffecter: by t:-.e nulber of response c.,tegories

provided, the pattern of relationships among a group of items, or their factor

patterns, should also be unaffected. The factor patterns of the three sets of

items were examined to arrive at subjective judgments of similarity. The patterns
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for the three-catego./ and five category response formats appeared quite similar,

while the two-category factor pattern seemed clearly different from the other

two. Since the groups of students completing each form were quite similar,

being enrolled in the same classes and being undifferentiable with respect co

age, sex, program in which enrolled, and several other ehara,teristics on which

they provided information, the response format is the most likely source of the

difference in factor patterns.

On the two-category and three-category forms, a common practice of the

students was to place asterisks or exclamation marks beside some of their

responses, a practice that did not occur on the five-category form. This

suggests that many students want the opportunity, provided with five respcnse

categories, to express particularly strong views about selected items.

In summary, the increase in response time required for the five-category

form relative to he other forms was small--about 13 per cent. mu,re than that

required for two categories and 2 per cent more relative to the three-category

form. The two-category form, forcing the students to make a gross decision of

some sort, seems to lead to somewhat different interpretations of the items

than do either of the response formats that allow an uncertain response.

Finally, some students seem to value the opportunity to give particularly strong

responses that is provided by the five-category form. For these reasons, the

final form of the questionnaire provided for five categories of response except

where the content of the item made a smaller number more appropriate. The

items asking about the frequency with which some event had occurred, for example,

were kept in the three-category form.
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VI. Trial Administrations

Extensive interviews, conferences, discussions with students and junior

college staff memers, trials to compare formats, and ,,diting sessions produced

a set of items that seemed likely to provide information pertinent both to

students and to their colleges. Vhether the items would ultimately be useful,

however, could be determined only with actual use. In the spring of 1971,

therefore, a variety of junior colleges around the country were asked to admin-

ister the questionnaire Co several hundred students. From these student re-

sponses in a variety of college settings the following information was desired:

a. Item response distributions for different colleges and

different student subgroups.

b. Inter-item correlations in different colleges and different

student subgroups.

c. Definition of student subgroups recurring in :several col] ges

that are identifiable by particular response patterns rather

than by the usual variables for student grouping, such as sex,

age, and field of study.

Each of these kinds of information will be discussed more fully in the pre-

sentation of the results.

An opportunity was provided in the trial questionnaire for students to

write in issues of importance to them that were not adequately covered in the

203 items of the questionnaire. The write-in provisions were not left for

the end of the questionnaire; but were provided with each of 24 sets of items

dealing with a common area, such as the scheduling of clas.es or administrative

requirements. If a student had additional comments in the same area as the set

of items to which he had just responded, he had a space where he could write

them in immediately.



Sample of colleges and students

The major consideration of the selection of colleges was that they include

a w_de diversity of students and educational settings. Since the questionnaire

was to serve as a vehicle for students to describe their experiences at their

own colleges, norms rcpresenting either students or colleges would be of little

use. Car,..=1:1 sampling from a defined poI:lation of colleges was relatively

:-.11.imp,rtant. Some indication of the variation in item response patterns tc be

expected across different kinds of students in different colleges, however,

was considered i-lportant and led tr the desire for diversity.

Examination of the distributions of junior college characteristics across

the entire population of almost 1,000 junior cc leges in the country showed

that a group of about 24 colleges could be selected that would provide broad

representation across thc spectrum of college characteristi -s. Public and

private, large and small, rural and urban, transfer oriented and occupationally

oriented, as well as other distinguish:ng features could all be represented

within a grout of 24. While these features could not be treated independently

of each other in a group that size -since qualities like small size, rural

locations, and private control would tend to occur together--each feature

would have an opportunity to be observed in the student responses.

The colleges asked to participate were individually selected to provide

the desired range of characteristics. Of 56 colleges that were asked, 27

participated, providing 6,495 completed questionnaires.

By design, most of the colleges were in California, Texas, Illinois, and

North Carolina, four of the five states having the largest number of junior

colleges and twoyear technical institutes. Also by design, six colleges were
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in states having limited numbers of juiior colleges, most of the six located

where they constituted the only local institution of higher education. The

participating colleges are listed in Appendix A-1.
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Enrollments in the colleges range from less than 500 to more than 17,000

students with a mean enrollment of around 4,450. While most have coed student

bodies with a moderate overrepresentation of men. two are predominartl: for

women and four preclominan.ly for men. These and other college characteristics

are tabulate(1 in Appendix A-2.

The percentages of full-time students range from 32 to 100 per cent. A

third of the colleges have more than half of their students attending part-time.

Freshmen comprise 48 to 82 per cent of the student body, with about a third af

the colleges having three-fourths of their students in first-year courses.

Evening students vary from none to 63 per cent, with about half the colleges

having a fourth or more of their students in the evening division. Veterans

constitute from 2 to 30 per cent of the students, with half of the colleges

having at least 10 perceat of their students veterans.

The colleges have offered post-high school courses for from 1 to 170

years; 10 opened before 1940 and 10 after 1960. Most are publicly

but one is a private, ind( ndent college and another is church-related. Seven

of the colleges are isolated geographically from other public colleges and pro-

vie.: the only local access to higher education. Others are located within

commuting, distance (usually 40 miles or less) of from 1 to 20 public junior

colleges and from 1 to 7 public four-year colleges. Five of the colleges are

in subulus of large metropolitan areas, four in citit3 of 500,000 or me-e, three

in cities of from 50,000 to 500,000, 8 in smaller cities and 7 in communities of

less than 10,000 or in rural areas.

In half of the colleges at least 60 per cent of the courses carry transfer

credit. The percentages of students in transfer programs range from 10 to 82

per cent, with halt o. the colleges having at least 40 per cent of their

students in a program that does not transfer to four-year colleges.
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,olection of classes with assurance of

,,1c1.(_ random se:e.-..tion w;:s encouraged.
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The colleges were free to choose their classes in whatever ways were most

convenient, but a reasonable representation of tho various types of students--

collet2-transfer, part-time, evening, first-time students, etc.- -was requested.

The range of students and problems within a college was to be fostered by the

selection of classes that varied with respect to level, time of day, ac. -ic

or nonacademic charact &r, and subject maLrer.

In general, the questionnaire was administered in 10 to 25 classes in each

college. The colleges were encouraged to select enough classes randomly from

a list of all the classes given the current term, excluding very large classes,

to provide the desired number of completed questionnaires. No student was to

be asked to complete the questionnaire twice, and no instructor was to have

more than one elms involved in the administration. There was no fixed t.me

limit, but participating instructors were asked to allow an entire class session,

or at least 45 minutes, a time limit within Viiii at least 90% of the students

were expected to finish.

Response .istributions

The most funcamental information in the re ;ults of the trial administrations

was in the response distributions of the individual items, since this was to be

the basis for reporting results to users. The most desirable response distrlbu-

Lions were presumed to be those that were neither flat, with responses uniformly

distributed over the response range, nor concentrated in a single response

category. On the other hand, neither a flat nor a concentrated distribution

would necessarily be undesirable without additional indications that the item

was not providing useful information. The results of the trial administrations

that provided the response distributions are given in Appendix B.
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Flat re,ponse distributions, A flat response distribution for an item would

occur in either of two Student expericn .... and perceptions might

var'y so much with res:-eo_ to "-- that no r?.Lnonse would be any

more characteristic of tho college cha_t any other. For some items, such as

those concerning student plans, a flat response di5C-rihution might usefully

indicate the diversity of :hose plans. 'ior many items, thoui_n, such as those

involving an assessment of some aspect of the instructional program, a definite

clustering of student ,i'ewF one er oerhaps twc adjacent espense categories

wt- cde less amoiz.:_ Alternatively, a flat response

distribution might inticcaze t"-t t:e was it.-,:__ subject to

a number of different Lnterpreto.t.ions, leading sta-e.::ts to ras:cno _ a variety

of reasons across all response categor_as.

Neither flat nc- heavily concentrated distr:butions appeared in large

numbers. Of the 203 items, 132 provided five response categories in the form:

Defini.e'y Yot--No--?--Yes --Defi-i-_ely Yes. The remaining 71 items, referring

to specific experiences, were in a three-category format: Not at All--Once or

Twice -2 :::mes or Moro.

Of he five-catc,gory items, tlIcse for the most chosen category

had no more than 33 per cent of the responses (twice as as the rivcrage of

the other four categories) would have shown a relatively strong tendency for

students to scatter their judgements e 'er the ridge of pc..1Fi't:le responses. Out

of 132 five-categor: items. /1- pa: a.lr.t-; :ell -.2 1ca for

uni.for-xiy of distbution. Fcr the versi_ q-2stionnaire, 6 of

these items were dropped, 5 were reworded to clarify and sharpen their meaning,

and 12 were left unchanged in the bel:af that trua variability in student per-

ceptions rather than ambiguity was tha rerson for the flat response distribution
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and that the infcrmation provided would be useful to the college in spite of

the absence of any modal student view.

An ex'mple of an item dropped is "Without the regulations this college would

be like a jungle." The absence of any experiential referent was thought the most

likely reason for the flat respcnse distributions, and the item was dropped.

To that item, 10 per cent of the students responded "Definitely Not" and 12 per

cent "Definitely Yes;" 30 per cent said "No" and 23 per cent "Yes". While 'hat

degree of response variability indicates that the item conveys more information,

in a technical sense, than one with a more concentrated set of responses, the

information conveyed seems more likely to be associated with the personality

traits of the students responding than with their college experiences.

One of the items retained was "I've lost time toward a BA degree because

some of the courses I've taken won't count in a four-year college." The responses

to t,is item wf:re distributed very neaAy like those to the item in the previous

paragraph, but it refers to reasonably specific experiences. Determination by

the college of the kinds of students who say "Yes" to this item could lead to

direct ameliorative action.

Among the items with three response categories, those havihg fewer than

40 per cent of the responses in a single category were examined for ambiguity.

Only two such items were found and both were dropped from the final version.

Peaked response distributions, In contrast co the items having flat response

distributions were those in which a predominant proportion of students gave a

common response. The informational value of items with low response variability

is limiter Yet even items with their ca7^city for the communication of infor-

mation limited by low response variability may be valuable because of the
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importance of the limited infortm'ion they do provide. For example, the item,

"This term I have dropped a course because it wasn't giving me what I wanted,"

was answered "No" by 71 per cent of the total group of students, Yet even though

affirmative responses were relatively uncommon, that information should be valu-

able to colleges in examining further the characteristics of the students and

courses to which the item applies.

As an arbitrary rule of thumb, items were selected for further examination

when 70 per cent or more of the responses to a three-category item fell in a

single category, and 50 per cent or more for the five-category items. Among

the 71 items with three response categories, 15 fit the adopted criterion of an

excessively peaked response distribution. Five of thoSe 15 were deleted from

the revised version of the questionnaire an two were rewritten to increase the

variability of response, The remaining 8 were thought to provide valuable infor-

mn in sp,,_ of their limited range of response.

A similar examination of Cie 132 five-category items showed 17 with at

least 50 per cent of the responses in a single category. Ten of these items

were deleted and five reworded.

Items evoking uncertain responses, The 132 items with five response categories

had the middle category labeled "?". For 6 of these items, 40 per cent or more

of the responses appeared in the middle category. Four of these six were deleted

and the other two were reworded either to clarify their meaning or to make them

apply to more specific experiences, An additional 13 items had from 30 to 39

per cent of their responses in the uncertain middle. Two of these were deleted

and all the remaining 11 were reworded.

Frequently omitted items. The final characteristic of the response dittribu-

tions examined was frequency of omission. The proportion of omissions increased
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regularly from tl'e beginning to the end of the questionnaire, valying closely

around 1.5 per cent for the first 80 items, rising to around 3 per cent at

about the 90th item, to 5 per cent at the 130th item, and reaching 12 per cent

by the 200th item. The omission rate at the 150th item, the length of the final

version of the questionnaire was about 7 per cent.

Six items showed omission rates markedly higher than those of the items

around them in 1:he questionnaire, indicating that the students either hid unusual

difficulty responding to those items or objected to them.. Four of these six

were deleted from the questionnaire and the other two were rewritten to improve

their acceptability.

Staff F,actions and Student Write-ins

Many of the staff members re;ponsible at (ach college for coordinating the

trial administrations provided information about the reactions of students and

inehlty members to 'he questionnaire. They geoerally confirmed the belief that

the questionnaire was pertinent to educational problems in junior colleges and

that the range of possible issues of importance had been covered reasonably

well. Nevertheless, many students took full advantage of the invitation to add

their own write-in items. Both staff and student comments were given lengthy

consideration in revising, deleting, and adding items.

The most common negative comment was that the questionnaire was too long,

even though it had been pared to 203 items from an earlier version of 300.

Some students needed more than 45 minutes to complete the questionnaire, and

some instructors resented having to give up so much class time.

Some students and faculty objected mildly that some items were not relevant

to their particular college. For example, one instructor wondered "what con-

stitutes a make-up course?"
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At one college "the students seemed to have no problems in filling out the

forms and as tho day wore on and the students were aware of what they would be

doing in class that day, the attendance in class was not influenced adversely.

As a matter of fact, some instructors indicated that it might have been a little

bit better than it would have had they lectured."

A few of the colleges reported that the accordion-like form was confusing

to some students. The questionnaire consisted of 12 pages printed on the font

an(' back of a single sheet 6 pages wide. Folded up, the form could be completed

as a book except that at the end of page 6, tne form had to be turned over. The

number of students omitting items increased somewhat at the beginning of page 7,

indicating either some confusion with the questionnaire format or dismay at

finding so much more to be completed.

One of the coordinators reported possible bias associated with administering

tne tiaestionnaire in class. In scanning through the completed questionnaires

from each class, ne found "a remarkable consistency in the vehemence of the

views and kinds of comments expressed by students in particular classes." Each

class's set of questionnaires gave him "a distinct impression of the atmosphere

and instructor-student relationship in that class." For example, several ex-

tremely critical commcits were expressed in one class; none at all in another.

Ile also_noticed "the care with which students completed the questionnaire: in

some classes, most were carefully and neatly done; in others (primarily those

with bitter comments), they tended to be untidy and incomplete."

Although the questionnaire is intended to elicit responses about students'

college experiences. the responses should not be dominated by the students'

reactions to the particular class in which they complete the questionnaire.

Clarifying the instructions at the beginning of the questionnaire, or administering
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it outside a class setting, may minimize this tendency. It may also be capitalized

on, however, with sufficient attention to the classes chosen for administration

of the questionnaire.
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VII. The Final Questionnaire

Examination of the response distributions from the trial administrations,

students' write-in items and comments, and a final review by a group orjunior

college facultj members, administrators, and students led to the elimination of

86 of the 203 items of the trial version. Forty new items were written and 53 were

reworded, making a total of 157 items in the final questionnaire (Appendix C).

A table showing corresponding items in the trial and final versions appears as

Appendix D.

Content

The items can be classified by conter, into the following categories. To

some extent this is arbitrary, since some items that could be placed in more

than one category have been counted only in the category that seemed primary.

Some of the items classified under Instruction, for example, could also be

placed under Faculty/Staff Contact with StuderLs. Nevertheless, the following

classification scheme does reflect the emphases of the questionnaire.

Instruction (48 items). These items are concerned primarily with student

experiences in the classroom, with observations about the nature of the course-

related experiences and of the teaching styles of the instructors. The

orientation of the courses and student preferences for different teaching

procedures are also included.

Studying (14 items). Though closely related to instructional activities,

these items are classified separately because they deal with the students' own

efforts and activities independent of their instructors. They are concerned

with studying procedures, use of the library, and the students' sense of

academic effectiveness.
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Other groups of items based on related content could be foin.ed that would

cut across these categories. Counseling services are one important area touched

on b- items in several categories. Student estimates of their owm academic

performance is dealt with in both of the first two categories. Other categories,

with fewer items, can also be formed within some of the nine broad categories.

Student views on grading and credit, placement in classes, relations with other

students, and academic advising are all examples of topics touched on by several

items.

One of the criticisms of the questionnaire expressed by faculty members

and administrators wag that it was too negative in tone. Attempts were.made

from the beginning to balance the wording of the items so that roughly equal

numbers would be stateci favorably and unfavorably. "My instructors have been

easy to talk to" is an example of a lavcrabl c)i.cled item. "My instructors

have taught their courses like high school courses" is worded unfavorably.

Some important statements abodt students' college experiences were difficult

to put in a favorable form, howeve-, without twisting them into an awkward

construction. "I have been seht from one office or person to another trying

to get information" is an example of an unfavorably worded item that could be

made favorable only by wording it negatively, which would lead to an awkward

double negative in the responses of students who had not experienced that kind

of administrative runaround. In the final version, 43 per cent of the items

are unfavorable statements about the college in the form in which they are

stated; 28 per cent are favorable statements; 29 per cent are neutral state-

ments referring to situations that are neither favorable nor unfavorable in

general.
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Response format

Write-in comments and reactions of student consultants suggested that the

content of some of the items was not appropriate to either a Yes-No response

or a response indicating the number of times an event had occurred. Some

items, such as "My instructors have been easy to talk to", are more appro-

priately responded to along a dimension consisting of Almost neverSometimes--

Of-tellAlmost always. This four-level response was therefore provided for 46

of the 157 items.

The items in the trial version asking how often an event had occurred,

such as "Did badly on a yiiz or exam," had been provided with three response

ciLevri2s, Not at anOnce or twiceThree times or mure. The highest cate-

gory of these three consistently had relatively few responses, the median being

14 per cent. The median usage of the middle category was 37 per cent. To

sored the responses, the three categoric,: for these items were labeled myth2

final version, No--Yes Once- -Yes, twice or mores. This distinction between a

single occurrence of an event awl two or more occurrences, besides spreading

the responses, seemed more appropriate for many of the items than a distinction

between one or two occurrences and three or more. Such an item would be "Had

to buy a textbook that was not really necessary." Of the 157 items in the final

questionnaire, 42 were given the three response categories from No to Yes,

twice or more; 42 were given the four categories from Almost Lever to illmost

4117J7tys; 73 were given the five categories from Definitely not to Definitely yes.

A final modification was made in the response format to accommodate those

students who indicated with write-in comments some frustration over being

unable to respond to items that were not appropriate at their colleges. "Not

applicable" was provided as an option for 20 of the 157 items. It was not

provided for the other 137 items to prevent its being used indiscriminately.
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Optional procedures for administration

The standard form of the questionnaire provides 12 items for classifying

student respondents. Those consi,-t of age, sex, field of study, and other

variables commonly used to .assify students. They do not include items that

would provide information on high school performance or parental character-

istics such as education, occupation, or income. The decision not to include

such background items was mad,!. in spite of strong arguments for their. 'mport-

ance by several consultants to the project.

The major reason for excluding variables on high school and family back-

ground was that many junior college students are returning to a formal educational

setting after having been dissatisfied or unsuccessful or both in their prior

educational experiences. They are adult,. going CO college because they choose

to, and many of them find questions w,kilig about their parents' characteristics

cr !;1,1i school. cxveriences &meaning, or at be't irrelevant. For thc4 25 per

cent of entering junior college freshmen who are 21 years or more of age, and

the 12 per cent of all junior college students who are 25 or older (Bushnell &

Zagaris, 1972), neither high school record nor parental characteristics are

particularly informative.

While such information is valuable for some purposes and for some students,

those purposes need not be served by this particular questionniare. The accom-

modation to student sensitivicies in omitting such items seems far more important

in preventing student rejection "f the questionnaire than does the inclusion

/ilfll,k the kinds of stauent information that may be useful for whatever purposes.

Nevertheless, provision has been made for colleges, at their option, to add

0 items, each with 5 levels of response. These locally written items can ask

information on student background characteristics, - student self-ratings,
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or additional aspects of their college experiences not covered in the question-

naire. They will be tabulated and reported to ,ne college with the other

questionnaire items. They can also be used to group students, with results

for the remainder of the questionnaire reported separately or those groups.

A second option permits the college to ask for the students' names or

identification numbers. While the standard form will not have this provision,

because of a concern for student anonymity described earlier, situations may

exist in which student identification is necessary, The User's Yanual will

describe ways to avoid identifying students while still accomplishing some of

the purposes for which student identification is used, but that option will be

available when necessary.

Reports

Reports to the college will consist basically of the distribution of re-

sponses of all the students to each of the 157 content items, the 12 student

classification items, and Ps many of the 10 locally written items as are used.

Difficulty in absorbing or interpreting this amount of data makes breakdowns

into subgroups of students and items almost essential. A variety of ways are

available to group the data into small sets of manageable size and related

content. The most desirable ways have not yet been determined, and they are

likely to vary in cost. Some of the possible re:orting procedures are described

below as illustrative examples.

Selection of subgroups to be reported might be based on cross-tabulations,

as when a college might ask for six subgroupq on two categories of sex and three

categories of age. The distributions for a relatively few items of particular
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interest to the college might be provided for'a larger number of student groups

or for selected groups for whom the items l-ave particular relevance. For

example, a college might want responses to those items concerned with class-

room procedures, st,ch as grading practices, class organization, and teaching

styles, provided for a variety of student groups. Or items found in the trial

administration to differentiate minority students from other students might be

examined for student groups formed according to rare. A:, example is an item

expressing a desire for more study facilities on the campus, which was responded

to affirmatively by minority students more commonly than others. The user's

manual will report items found previously to differentiate among particular

student groups so college users will be able to make sensible selections from

among the items.

Factors fund consistently across a variety of colleges ale student groups

will also be reported in the user's manual. Those items with h;gh loadings on

factors of particular interest to a college might be examined for selected

groups of students.

Two additional procedures might be followed by a college in selecting items

for which it adght request response breakdowns by student groups. One procedure

would select those items to which large proportions of students gave extreme

responses, indicating particularly strong or definite feelings. A second pro-

cedure would select those items on which the students at a particular college

showed response distributions that deviated substantially from the response

distributions commonly found.
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VIII. Summary

The process that led to the final form of Student Reactions to college

started with K, Patricia Cross's contention that junior college s,:udents were

a valuable under-utilized source of information about the effectiveness of

junior college programs. With financial support from the College Entrance

Examination Board, a large number of interviews were conducted with students

and staff of junior colleges across the country to determine the kinds of

information considered important that students could provide.

Analysis and discuss-f6n of the interview results at two conferences of

junior college experts provided guidelines for development of a questionnaire,

jointly underwritten by the College Board and EfS, that would provide the desired

vehicle for students to express their views of their junior college experiences.

Items were written reflecting the conteilt and emphasis brought out in the inter-

views. Several tentative fcrms for presentThg and organizing the items were

attempted and abandoned before the trial version was produced for a widespread

administration.

Two issues of form were tested at W'.fst Valley College in Campbell, California,

and at City College of San Francisco before the trial version was set. First

a tentative plan to present a 1--rge number of items with instructions to the

students to skip any items that were of little importance to them was abandoned

when it appeared that location toward the end of the questionnaire rather

than importance was the domiu,nt reason studenLs skipped items. Second, where

the item content justified a multii;le-category response format, five response

categories seemed to be preferred by students and required only a negligible

amount of additional time compared with two-category responses. Further, factor
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analyses indicated somewhat different meanings in the items witil either a five-

category or three-category response compared with two-category items.

A form consisting of 203 items plus provisions for write-in items and com-

ments was completed in the late spring cf 1971 by 6,495 students at 27 junior

colleges. Examination of the response distributions, further review by an

advisory group, and incorporation of some of the recurrent write-in comments

led to item deletions, revisions, and additions. The resulting questionnaire

consists of 157 items.

Almost a third of the items in the final form of the questionnaire are

concerned with some aspect of the students' classroom instruction. Smaller

numbers of items deal with student goals and planning, student activities,

administrative problems, oat-of-class studying, various aspects of daily living

such as housing and transportation, financial concerns, and student-staff contact.

Coll2ges will be able to learn from the ways :Audents respond to these items

what student expectations are not being met, what instructional procedures are

causing difficulty fot students, which kinds of students need particular kinds

of help, what program changes would be well received by the students, and in

general, a variety of ways in which the college's programs and the students'

needs are and are not congruent.

The results of administering the questionnaire to a sample of students will

be reported to a college broken down by groups of items and groups of students.

Those issues identified by the college as of primary importance will be emphasized

,

in the report to prevent the users from having to deal with a large body of

unorganized information. Secondary analyses of the results will be possible

after the initial report has been examined by the college. Procedures for admin-

istering the questionnaire and for making the most effective use of the results

will be presented in a user's manual.
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California

Texas

Illinois

Appendix A-1

Participating Colleges

Diablo Valley College
Hartnell College
Imperial Valley College
Los Angeles Trade - Technical College

Monterey Peninsula College
Orange Coast College
Reedly College
Sacramento City College

Amarillo College
ColleE, of the Mainland
El Centro College
Galveston College
Laredo Junior College
Southwest Texas Junior College

College of DuPage
Yoraine Valley Community College
Olive-Harvey College
Southeastern Illinois College

North Carolina

Central Carolina Technical Institute
Isothermal Community College
Mircholl College

Other States

Bismarck Junior College, North Dakota
New Mexico Junior College
Otero Junior College, Colorado
Ricks Ccllege, Idaho
Vermont Technical College
Vincennes University, Indiana

e
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Characteristicf -if Colic ges in the Trial Administrations

(Figures are numbers of colleges)

Location Control of college Percentage of male students*
California 8 Local 15 70 - 100 4

Texas 6 Some state 10 S8 - 69 11

Illinois 4 Church I 46 - 57 9

North Carolina 3 Private, independent 1 CO - 45 2

Colorado 1

Idaho 1 Faculty-student iatio Percentage of students in transfer
Indiana 1 Less than 1:15 3 programs**
New Mexico 1 1:15 - 1:22 9 80 - 100 3

North Dakota 1 1:23 - 1.30 10 60 - 79 12

Vermont 1 More than 1.30 5 40 - 59 7

00 - 39 3

Age of college in 1971 Percentage of co,.rses
3 years or less 2 transferable to senior colleges* Percentage of evening students*4
4 - 9 years 7 80 - 100 5 46 - 100 3

10 - 25 years 7 60 - 79 9 26 - 45 10

26 - 60 years ,̂ 40 - 59 8 10 - 25 8

More than 60 years 2 00 - 39 4 QO - 09 4

Enrollment Pei certage of full-time students Percentage of veterar.s
Over 10,000 4 80 - 100 8 20 - 100 2

5,000 - 10,000 5 53 - 79 8 13 - 19 6

2, 000 - 4, 999 6 40 - 52 8 06 - 12 8

1,000 - 1,999 7 00 - 39 3 00 - 05 7

Under 1,000 5 unl..,,own 3

Percentage of freshman students
Tuition per year 76 - 100 8

To local student: 66 - 75 9 t'
No tuition lu 55 - 65 7

$50 - $120 6 00 - 54 3

$121 - $200 6

Over $200 5
Number of public colleges within 40 miles

To out-of-state student: Two-year and
Less than $225 4
$225 - $4Z5

4
11

Two-year Four-year Four-year
colleges colleges colleges

$426 - $800 7 None 8 8 7

Over $800 5 1 to 3 6 12 4
4 to 10 7 7 10

Size of college community 11 to 20 6 0 0

Less than 6,000 5 More than 20 0 0 6

8,000 - 35,000 10

50, 000 - 150, 000 3

More than 500, 000
In city 4

In suburb 5 *No data for one college.
**No data for two colleges.
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SIUDEN% REACTIONS TO COLLEGE.

Response Distribution', for 27 Colleges

Spring 1971

Iigures are percentages of a total of 6,495 students (excluding
nonrespondeut,) who gave each response. Figures in parentheses
ale the extreme valu,-, among the 27 colleges.

CHARACIFRISIICN OF

1. Sex

Male 59

Female 41

2. Age

STUIliNT SAMPLE

(40-99)
( 1- 60)

Under 18 1 ( 0 4)

18 19 44 (25--77)

20 - 21 23 (11 -36)
22 24 13 ( 2--21)

25 29 9 ( 1-18)
30 7 ( 0 -16)
4C, - 59 3 ( 0-- 3)
60 or older 0 ( 0-- 1)

3. Marital

Single 76 (58-99)
Married 21 ( 1--38)
Widowed, divorcec or separated 3 ( 0-10)

4. Living uith parents

Yes 61 (28 - -86)

No 39 (14-7'2)

5. Employment

Not employed 42 (19 -58)
Employed part-time 44 (33--58)

Erployed full-ti,e 15 ( 1--41)

. Ethnic group

Red, American Indian, Native American 3 ( 0-- 9)
Black, Afro-American 10 ( 0 -73)
Brown, Chicano, exican-American,

Latino, Hisparr-American 12 ( 0-77)
Yellcw, Asian, Oriental 4 ( 0-17)
white, Caucasian 71 (18-97)

7. When do you have your classes?

Day only 76 (36 -96)

Evoning only 5 ( 0 -38)
Day and evening 18 ( 3--41)

8. For how nany -lass hours or credit hours ire you enrolled'

Lew; than 8 11 ( 0-50)
8 11 11 ( 0-19)
12 15 37 ( 7--49)

More than 15 41 (12 -- -92)
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9a. How many previous series ti (or quarters) have you been at this college?

None; this is my first 13 ( 2--34)

One 39 ( 9--76)

Two or more 49 (18--86)

b. How many at another college?

None 78 (64-90)
One 9 ( 4--17)

Two or more 13 ( 3--28)

10. 1ave you served for 90 days or more err active duty in the armed services of the United States9

No 81 (65 - -9G)

Yes 19 ( 4 -35)

11. What is your major course field of study9

Undecided
10 ( 0-24)

Applied arts (photography, fashion, interior design) 2 ( 0-- 5)

Fine arts (sculpture, theater, music)
3 .( 0-13)

Business (accounting, marketing, secroarial, hotel and

restaurant services)
19 ( 2--35)

Communicatiou:(broadcastm, journalism, public relatio'rs,
advertising)

1 ( 0-- 4)

Public services (police science, public adm.nistratior,

social welfz_re, transportation)
4 ( 0-15)

Behavioral sciences (sociology, psychology, anthropology) 5 ( 0-16)

Social sciences (economics, political science, oistorY)
44 (( 93)Physicalscience: (chel;,istry, biology, rathcmatics, phy,los)

Natural resources (agriculture, landscape technology, wildlife

management)
3 ( 0--13)

Engineering or architecture
5 ( 1-2))

Technology (data processing, engineering technology, Grafting,

optics)
7 ( 1--35)

Trade and industry (auto mechanics, plumbing, carpentry, machinist) 5 ( 0-33)

Home Economics (clothing anu textiles, dietetics, home management) 1 ( 0-- 3)

Personal services (food technology, cosmetology, child ..ire) 1 ( 0-- 5)

Health services (medical technician, nurse, physical therapi,t) 8 ( 0-26)

Education (elementary, secondary, special) 10 ( 0--30)

Liberal arts and humanities (lang.:ages, literature, ethnic stuuies,

philosophy)
3 ( 0-- 8)

Other
6 ( 2--22)

12. What doe," your program usually lead to eventually?

Four-year or higher degree 57 ( 2--80)

Two-year degree
26 ( 3-7,76)

Certificate
6 ( 1--33)

Neither a degree nor a certificate 1 ( 0-- 3)

Uncertain
10 ( 1--15)



B -3

STUDI.4:1S' IN-CLASS ACTIVI1ILS

No, at

all

1. boring sclo'l term
. . .

Once or
twice

3 times
or more

1. done badl% in a qui? or
exam becatiqc I %,a8 Laklng 58 35 7

too many coar',es (41--72) (24-47) ( 0-13)

2. got a glade (on a te,,t,

paper, or other cla s walq)
that 1 couldn't undc:,,t.and 57 37 6
the xedgon for (35-74) (24-53) ( 2--14)

3. participated in a cout,e-
related activity with non- 79 15 7

students off the Carpw, (65--86) ( 7 - -26) ( 3--13)

4. had an instructor who pt trod
the court to the stedent,'
intelest or abalitle

19 55 26
( 7-27) (40 -67) (13-39)

5. talked lot at least 10 -,in-
ute with an tri

outside of 1,0,s about 24 44 32

coulsel..or}, ( 5 -38) (34-56) (22 -55)

6. had cn in,.ructor who could
not eYpIala thin.;", in u wati 30 15
student, could understand (13--48) (43- 68) ( 8- -28)

I. had a courhe t' t thatOit
would to dull an Intel
esting h,. tne in,tructol

II. Duting the l'ast two weeks
1 ha,,c . . .

9. been holed in clips

23 64 13
(15-32) (55- 71) ( 6--17)

18 4t, 36

( 4--29) (394-56) (22--54)

10. been 14 .

where th-

no mote help than lust
reading the text would 2.2 22
have been (l0--49) (3:- 59) (12-37)

11. had an ins,ructot mal,e some-
thing cleat twat I'd had 13 56 31

trouble undetstaidin4; before ( 3--20) (41--67) (20,7-45)

12. been in a class that lust

went (-vet materi 11 I alteady 44 47 9
knew (27 -53) (37 -57) ( 4--19)

13. felt left behind in a course
45 44 12

(32--59) (34-55) (

14. been double to understand
what was being taught in 44 4. 14

(26 -55) (34-54) (10-22)

15. participated in a class
discu4,sion

16 43 42
( 3--29) (33-55) (26 - -63).



1N-CLASS ACTIVITIES

B- 4

Not t Once or 3 times
all twice or more

16. been in a class discussion
that touched on a current 28 42 29

'social problem (15-39) (37--54) (18 -48)

17. felt frustiated because the
class wasn't zoxIne fact 60 31 9

enough (39--74) (21--48) ( 5--18)

18. had a class assignment that
was really only busy-wot.k

111. in general . . .

43 41

(23--62) (.39--55)

Def)nitely
not No

16

( 5--27)

Yes
Deffnitelv

yes

20. : can't tell ho. well I'm
dolnt, in a course until 1 get 15 32 18 29 6

a grade on a test or paper ( 7--22) (V- 40) (12 -23) (20--42) ( 2--11)

21. the best teachers teach the
required courses

22. the course I've taken have
been right i' to d).

23. the instiucters do more than
just put cut the matelial and
leave it up to :le to get it

20 35 27 15 4

( 8--29) .(19- -46) (18--37) ( S -36) ( 1-16)

3 18 18 52 9

( 0-- 7) ( 9- 27) (10-28) (3a--65) ( 3--16)

4 16 14 54 13

( 1-- 6) ( 8--22) ( 7-20) (4'7--63) ( 4 -26)

24. the instructors treat students
the sar,e, whether they agree
with the instructoi 's pant of 8 21' 17 45 10

view or nit 1--15) (11- 33) (12--25) (37 -56) ( 2--19)

25. most of the Instructors I've
had make tneli courses tel Its

to proble; s of satiety wuen- 3 19 17 53 8

ever possible ( 0-- 8) (11--31) (11- '8) (45--67) ( 1--14)

26. a lot of the courses I've
taken are too mush like
high school courses

27. the instructors I've h"
pretty clear about what they
expect of students

IV. 1 would like . . .

12 45 13 22 8

( 3--20) (28- 52) ( 8--20) (13--33) ( 3--23)

4

3 11 12 59 15

( 0-- 4) ( 5--20) ( 6--25) (50 -69) ( 4--29)

29. more group ass1Fiments for
class projects s) students 8 30 18 37 8

can learn from etch other ( 3--15) (20--42) ( 8--22) (26-50) ( 3--18)

30. at least one course based on
independent study worked out 5 24 21 39 10

on my own with as instructor ( 3-10) (18- 31) (14--34) (27--49) ( 4-20)

31. the good students and the
slow students put in separate 18 41 16 18 c

classes ( 7--26) (29-55) (12 -25) (10--33) ( 3-14)



32. I 1,,cd f-0,,c On

Ja 2av t'or; (n a

ftw b.g exa s 0/

31. no rla,:c.

01 rdll

34. no gtadec at all. ;,e,t

wlItten c07,.111.,

i119 :1 U. f01

B -5

Def. (ly

n( t No Yes
Definitely

yes

3 16 11 45 24

( 1-- 7) ( 8 --25) ( 6-17) (36-54) (13--36)

21 30 14 20 15
(17-44) ( 8--32) (12--29) ( 6-25)

21 31 19 15 8

(12-34) (24- 51) (13-25) ( 8--28) ( 2--14)

35. mole cla,se,, sithout text',

01 assignments, ol(11117ed 8 26 16 37 13
around informal discussion', ( 1--14) (15-34) (10--20) (26-58) ( 8--23)

36. mole small, informal seminars,
even if they met les., often 5 22 22 41 10
v:11.'1 the instinctor ( 1--10) ( 9-22) (16 -32) (30-51) ( 5--26)

37. student fees u ,ed to carpi le

and di(ltrIbute :tudent evalu- 5 21 30 34 10
at ions of te(liers ea,h vent ( 0-- ' (14-31) (23 - -40) (23-43) ( 4-16)

38. the faculty to spend more tine
in office hours alio InfolLal

meetlogc with stud,nt, even if
0 they taugkt ftwtr, but larr,1 8 3. 23 28 7

classes ( 3--15) (22- 41) (16-30) (19-40) ( 2 -11)

V. The faculty should . .

4n. see that vheir course; don't
move so fast that the slower
students are left bthind

61. assign no 1al111g glades:
credit should just not he
given for coutscs taken but
not passed

42. clay with folic' that have
4 caurht the clas,'s

ev,n If OA. .n't cover the
plan-d a' sort Of F,I((1 in
the coutse

3 16

( 0-- 7) . ( 5- 22)

15 51 16

( 9 -22) (46 --64) ( 7-21)

d 22 19 35 16

( 2--20) ( 9- 34) (15 -25) (25-43) ( 7--32)

6

( 0 -13)

31 14 38 11

(18--50) ( 8--20) (28-52) ( 5--18)

43. sot out the course content
With the : tucnts 11, each

claf even if o,,t course.
don't resh very well with the 6 27 25 37 5

nett ones In the sequence ( 1-10) (19 --44) (20--31) (28-49) ( 2--11)



B-6

4'1

Si l DI:NW A801.1 lhIlk OVLRALL LOLLLGF PROC.RA.M AND 1111.1R PLANS OR Tilt, 1111.1a

VI. puling the ptecent school tern
I have . .

45. talked with ry adviser'for
IS rInute, or -.ate

46. 10,ktd through (cc,Tationil
to lento about

Job p.--sibilati(s when
schol

Not at

nil

Once or
twice

3 tires

Or more

38 4i 18

(13 - -54) (34-63) (11-37)

42 37 21

(21--62) (25 -45)

47. aktd a stLdent for advice 34 46

about w'.at c.iar,,e, to take (16 -66) (27- 58)

48. wondered whether the courses

I was taking were redly what
I wanted

49. taken some tests that helped
me dCtIde what kind of tour-es
1 want

50. dropp(d a Course because it
wasn't giving ra what I wanted

51. talked with a k,un,elor about
my future plan,

52. been unable to take a course

I wanted becau e I didn't

have the pler(4u1site,,

53. been ,nable to get help I

needed wttn course planning
from . counselor or adviser

(11-38)

20
( 8-34)

26 1, 28

(40- 55) (13 -42)(ii - -44)

76 20 4

( 6- 21) 1-- 9)(67--91)

71 2u

(53 -90) (10--41)

3

( 0-- 8)

50 30 11

(26 - -66) (25- 57) ( 6--23)

70

(51--88)

20

(10- 41)

4

( 0-- 9)

75 2' 5

(12-- 35) ( I-- 9)(60--87)

54. taken a requited course I 31 5' 15

didn't want (l7--57) (39- 68) ( 4--21)

55. spent course tir in or
obseting an actual job
situation

56. got bad infomation about
programs or Course', from a

college staff m.ember

VII. In general . . .

71 21 8

(1l--42) ( 2 -22)(38-85)

77 20 4

( 9--36) ( I-- 8)(56 -90)

Definitely
not Nc

Definit(ly
Yes yes

58. if I knew better what I

wanted to do I could get 9 19 12 38 22

more out of college ( 3--17) (10 - -27) ( 6 - -16) (30-48) (12--32)

59. I may have to change my
major because I'm not doing 32 4'; 14 10 2

too well in the one I'm in (18--48) (31-51) ( 3 - -24) ( 3-16) ( 2 -- 5)

60. there aren't enough courses
for me that have much to do 13 35 23 22 7

with life outside college ( 5--22) (22--43) (18--31) (15 -30) ( 4--11)



(01.a 1.1.. A

61. in the 1', PI, the
cc,11:,4. , re , z

n. role t

..u( what t- 4'

62. I can't wi't tini,h and
ckt

63. r.) 'nurses art :,tett% closely
fed to ny ,.Tote plan.

64. l'r ;arc((} .'hit

1 want to (lc ] 1 f.11' h

te

65. ti.. a

deoee 1,, ans..

cow se,. 1'e t Cry!: Wall't
count in a four %ear coll. ,e

66. pl ns h
chan d e I 11 t 1,2_,Ia

67. the /eqiired c.

he;a.. se

being 1 v to 1%
VIAJOr

111. 1 like . .

69. a different of stud%
that had v ue d, laIta jo,,
1 o4o-lbillt it

70. to change r% field of .tud.
if it ouldn't 0, lay v

finishing heft'

Definitely
t.ot

3 -7

No

5 18 15 48

( 2-- 9) ( 8--32) ( 3 --26) (30 -62)

Definitel\

yes

14

( 3--50)

7 22 16 27 28

( 3-15) (13--31) (10--24) (20 -35) (17---38)

5 16 19 39 21

( 1-- 8) ( 7 -26) ( 7--30) (

6 16 14 41 24

( 1- 15) ( 8--26) ( 6--22) (24-51) (14 - -36)

12 31 19 27

( 6--2i) (15--44) ( 7--27) (,5--37) ( 6--33)

17 40 10 25 8

(10- 28) (26--4) ( 5 -]8) (15 -35) ( 2--17)

10 23 25 37 6

( 5--14) (16 -28) (19--3) (19- 45) ( 1-- 9)

37 7] 2/

( 3 -22) (28- 48) (15--21) (13-37) ( 3--10)

15 49 16 1. 4

( 7 -2/) (39-5k) ( 8--26) ( 9 -26) ( 0-- 7)

71. more inforrAtion about lob

requirtn.nts and ;vssibilitie.,
instead of just r' oun voca 3 14 15 51 17

tiocal test scote., ( 1 -- 9) ( 8--22) ( 9--21) (41--66) (]1 - -24)

72. practical expericni e In actual
job situation, even if it 4 16 14 47 19
takes me longer to tinin ( 1-- 9) (10--28) ( 9--20) (39 -58) (12--30)

73. more clal, expetience,, out in

the community even if they 3 23 18 47 10
ate outside class time ( 0-- 8) (16--37) (12--24) (32 -55) ( 4--14)

74. more informitior about four-
year college and graduSte .

.

school possibilities anii-,.... 2 15 10 52 21

requirements ( 0-- 6) ( 5--35) ( 3-10 (38 - -65) ( 7--35)
,,,--\,

../ \

75. more courses relaCki o 6 23 31 32 7

ethnic issues ( 1--12) (15-35) (24--44) (23--46) ( 2--14)

76. student fees raised to prov'de
better information aboot cs

and program requirements
19 41 22 16 3

( 6--28) / :---53) (16 -31) ( 0--23) ( 0-- 7)

77. student fees rai<ed to biin:
in outside ptoplt with up-t) 13 27 21 32 7 .
date information about job. ( 7--25) (17-35) (16--26) (23 -41) ( 3-10)



CONCERNS ALOUT COLLEGE t'RO(oA.MS AND THE EVIURE

IX. The college should . .

79. cut out some of the required

courses (like physical ""ca-
. Lion or a foreign language)

that are no& related to a

student's field

80. give students what they want
now instead of putting so
much emphasis on four -yeas

college requirements

81. leave to employers and students
the problem of job information

82. giie more enpnaais to job
training and it-is to prepar-

ation for transfer to a four-
year college

83. make it easltr for students to
try different programs when
they aren't sure what they
want to do

84. push students to make a
definite decision about their
school and job plans

B-8

Definitely
not

Dofinite.
No Yes yes

7

( 3--12)

4

( 1-- 8)

21

( 9 - -35)

21

(i3--34)

10

( 5 -17)

18

( 9 -26)

37

(30--49)

42

(24-51)

25

(13--43)

15

( 7-24)

21 51 13 12 3

(15--38) (39 - -62) ( 8--18) ( 6 - -18) ( 1

7 27 24 32 iI

( 2--12) (15 - -36) (15 -30) (23-45) ( 4--22)

1 4 12 65 if,

( 0-- 2) ( l-11) ( 6--17) (.5 -79) ! 9--l5)

28 44 12 13 3

(16 -40) (36-59) I i--18) ( :--25) ( 0 6)



, :

l

2

Ye,.
Ihtinitel

yes

10 2

1-28) ( 0-- 8)

33 11

:1) (26-44) ( 3--21)

1`. 23 10

,) (13- 31) ( 4.-14)



STUD`.'U.o I OR WC:,.

102. spec! 1 course, here do a

good tt pul u.eal, stud. nts

up to where the can handle

the ret:ula: c out SE'S

103. ry ability to st u,IN has

irTroc,d sln,e cue here

104. 1 have trel.le (oncentratil%.,

on what I'-, ,uplo!ed to be

studying

105. I have so rch leading to do

tnat I don't .1ae ti-e to

real ly un0,:ta7,1 it

106. I can ),et all r.!. studvine

done In tire t,, do u'lateNer

else I watt a ,o

107. ts!. the tire I filld I :lee.'

holp, I'm too :-cr ber,ind to

catch up

lIe college should . . .

109. provide -,,r( s;-ace nd

tactl.Ctes ,r -tucents

st.d) .n ca-, .% . en 1 r41 nt

class ze. or

110. put l'brar) h,,o,s or d

one-diy :o

the wot.: re availal le

111. pa.: for mere ,cT i es :n the

library ot the books rest
often Isic vN 0-arging for
tnern by tn, di,

112. giN,e -,re class tire to

special cour1,-s for student,.

%,, - have tio,:ble with t-.e

nebula: course,.

113. organize tuterin: and study

help fe: al 1 students wao

meant it

B-10

Definitely
not

3

No

10 45

Yes

35

Definitely
yes

7

( 0-- 6) ( 4--17) (16--o5) (19 -53) ( 1--18)

5 20 15 45 15

( 1-- 8) ( 9 -311 ( 8-20) (37 ---55) ( 7--25)

4 29 15 41 11

( 0-- 8) (21--39) ( 8 -23) (32 -49) ( 5--17)

5 38 14 31 12

( 1-12) (22--51) ( 7-20) (21-39) ( 4--21)

1.

,.

11 39 15 3i 4

( 3--19) (32 - -51) (11-21) (20--42) ( 1-- 8)

6 49 19 21

( 2--13) (38- -60) /.12--28) (12-30

7 32 24 31 7

( 2--I2) (19-57) (13 -33) (11-53) ( 0-1:)

29 6

( 2--13) (22-50) (13 -36) (19--38) ( 1-12)

9 3' 26 24 4

( 4--18) (27-51) (20 - -30) (15--40) ( 0-- 1)

2 17 24 53 10

( 0-- 5) ( 7- 22) (15-40) (32 - -66) ( 3-18)

1 4 10 60 25

( 0-- 2) ( 1- 9) ( 3--16) (48-71) (15-45)



B-11

sirpLyrs' EXPERI4NCES WI1H THL COLLLGL'S RLGULAI1ONS AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

XIII. During the present term
I have . . .

115. spent an unnecessary amount
of time standing in line or
filling out formc,

116. mis,ed class session because
of problems getting registered

117. taken a course I didn't really
want because the one I wanted
wasn't available

118. been kept flom so,ething I
wanted to do by an unnecessary
or inappropriate iogulation

119. disregarded a carpus
regulation

120. been angered by sorething the
coll,ge administration did

121. found the ca-nu', police
helpful

122. token fewer co:I:see than I
had planned because of
scheduling

XIV. In general . .

124. regl,tration pr,cedures have
been nn r,a1 bnioen tkr -e

125. by the end o the first week
or two cf scio,:, ry class
scheuule va, plctt% tell
settled

126. a iequ led course given only
once ye; r. tnzt I couldn't
get when I wanted :t, may
hcid r. back

127. I have 1 id n_tiot:Ole getting
the-cour.-s I writ-here

128. Idmini,,trrtive folici,w, here
are seldoc, u rePSon.ille

129. student pibli :at ions are too

t'rhtly cottrelltd by the
administra.i.:n

130. the student government get:.
students the ktnd of non-
academic prograc they wi,nt

Not at
all

Once or
twice

3 times
or more

43

( 6 -66)

74

. 43

(25-55)

22

(

14

5 -53)

4

(42 - -95) ( 5--44) ( 0-14)

46 44 11

(23 -84) (15--60) ( 1--21)

56

(35 -75)

61

(22 -80)

49

34

(18 - -46)

29

(14 - -46)

37

10

( 3--25)

10

( 2 -37)

14

(13--72) (22--48) ( 5-38)

73 23 4

(41--92) ( 7 -46) ( 0 - -14)

61 32 7

(37-90) (10--51) ( 0-15)

Definitely
not No Yes yes

14 34 12 32 8
( 8--29) (28--39) ( 4--18) (23 -46) ( 4-15)

2

( 0-- 6)
6

( 1 - -13)

4

( 1-- 8)

73

(67-81).
15

( 8-25)

8 37 16 29 10
( 3 -16) (25-52) ( 7--21) (20 -39) ( 4-16)

11 36 12 33 7

( 4--17) (31-44) ( 8-21) (24 -45) ( 4--I0)

6 23 30 36 5
( 1 -13) (14--33) (13-43) (20--51) ( 1--12)

7 33 36 17 7

( 1-13) (18-49) (15--51) ( 6--25) ( 1 - -19)

9 23 50 16 2

( 4 - -18) (12--37) (s3-66) ( 7--31) ( 0-- 4)



ADMINISTRArl:E PROCLI)URES

131. the atmosphere here is
pretty relaxed, there are
no real hassles about rules

132. without the regulations,
this college would be like

a jungle

133. administrative errors have
caused problems for me

I-

XV. the college should . . .

135. c down the time students
s,,cnd filling out loins by

using pore electronic data
processing for routine
administrative work

136. set up more sections in
required courses even if
the nu' -ber of eleCtive

courses has to be cut down

137. arrange class enrollment
procedures that would get
my class schoeule settled by
the first day of class even
if that made later ch. rages

difficult

138. add several days at the
beginning of the ter,- to
allow students -ore time
with their advi,ers

139. let as ninny stulents as want
to tage any ,:ta;s with any
instructor, even if some
classes lecare auge

140. preve'it norciud,ilt radicals

and agitators from speaking
on campus

141. enforce campus regulations
more firmly

142. let any student group organize
and net on car',)6. without the

admiriktration., elftl,,Ivu

B--.) 2

Definitely
not

7

( 1--21)

No

15

( 8--32)

15

( 8-20)

Yes

53

(29 -66)

Definitely
yes

10

( 5--24)

10 30 24 23 12

( 5--18) (13-46) (13 -33) (11--33) ( 4--22)

13 49 16 16 6

( 5--1% . (17- 56) ( 9--23) (10--29) ( 1--15)

2 20 28 39 12

( 0-- 7) ( 4- 36) (13--38) (20--54)

a

( 1 - -33)

10 34, 23 27 5

( 5--19) (23- 48) (12--32) (17 -41) I ( 1--15)

4 32 28 32 4

( 1-- 8) (20--41) (19 -36) (24-47) ( 1-- 7)

3 23 18 47 3

( 1-- 8) (14-42) ( 8--27) (28--60) ( 2-1E)

13 47 13 22 5

( 4--23) (36-61) ( 7--18) (14--37) ( 2-- 9)

15 34 17 19 15

( 6--26)

10

(22-48)

43

(13-24)

27

(10-32)

16

( 5-22;

4

( 5- 25) (29-58) (13--37) ( 6--31) 0--10)

16 44 17 18 6

7- 22) (34- 56) ( 9--25) ( 7---fi4) ( 1-12)

143. take disciplinar. action against
students for illegal oif-ca-pas 25 39 16 15 6

activity ( 9--43) (24-50) ( 8--22) ( 6--39) ( 2 -16)

144. permit outside poli,e on ca-.pus

whenever violen.c occur:,

10 15 16 42 18

( 4--20) ( 6--26) (10 - -27) (27--57) ( 8--3i)

145. periodically it view, with

students, adminsti Itive pro-
cedures like regp.tration,
enrollment, withdrawal from 2 10 21 54 14

class, etc. ( 0-- 5) ( 5-29) (14 - -27) (41 -65) ( 6--22)



)0.1. Ourig tlIo pi esent tar:;
I have . . .

14 7. ril:.,0c: a class hecu,. I
couldn't get a haby,-,.t ter

348. skipped lunch r dialer be-
caust tool. o Ion:: and 1

had 1, get to :las,

B-13

SUNNIS' LIV11,;(, CON1)1110NS

Not at
all

Once or
twice

3 times
Or more

93 5 2
(87-100) ( 0-11) ( 0-- 5)

50 30 20
(34 - -83) (14 -36) ( 3--32)

149. 1-1,...d a assIgl.,, TIT t,-
Call`,L 1 01,1,1' t 11 the ' a:1, ', for
thl or other ,applies 70 23 7
net dad (52--88) (10--36) ( 0 -13)

ISO no,. .d to d C2 ,.t pl.ice 10 84
true (73 -96)

14 2

( 4 --24) ( 0-- 6)

1J1. cut , tine of -n 30 50 20
can id. pr.,bla (12-43) (4!--5) (12-13)

35 39 2%
1:2 :y.:: -or. t .tr .'IJ5 :. : , 1,tlie-: (2 3-4':) (32- 48) (10-59)

153. - a cl -,-, I...ee,t..,, of .1 5h 32 10
ti.:::',. : '',: 10 1 vr 1. (44- --$3) (1:.--40) ( 3 -18)

154 ..c.-,:. .....:a: sour tr :II, :.' 5r', 20 16
f xf1,1 ,,, t-; :-. :1 t,- (4:--;2) ;14- 3= ( 7 -25)

155. tO . 1
Oat oa.. 0: I

t Ca '

't I avc I oo.t

X11. in . . .

71

(5' (11- 35)
10

( 4-19)

24- 17

(45--76) -(13- 33) ( 51-29)

DeileItely Def ini tei
rot No )CS

t: e

t*t e , art a 22

!,0 1 e..1 t . t : NZ) (

II-- ti... it :

zart
r Ir.

t:a 1,
core 1 . : t .

30 20 24 4
( q- 44) ( 9-3S) ( 6-51) ( 0 -29)

10 14
(13 -34) (-:5- 61) ( 3-15) ( 5--31) ( 2-- 9)

12 4 , 9 25 9
4--21) (2t- 62) ( (14-41) ( 1

1(3 I . t . , : . a . : - . ; 1 : ' .: :
i : . , ac e; t a : : I t .,, 4 ..' ,.., is at- 15 3' 2? 19 6
tha col i. ,.. ( ( --2 3) (25- 44) ( 7--41) (12-35) ( 0 -- lc)!

362. -11 30 1 '%ti: I
hi. t :Or ,

36 i. wh. r.. I I., , I fc I ut 0"
I to, the I .1-?

8 441 1C 26 15
( 5 -18) (31-60) ( 6--17) (31 34) ( (-2 3)

12 24 8
( 4-29) (3).1-52) ( 5--17) ( 5 -33) 1 -13)

144. i id to t: st000l
that ...re not i illy nece.,Iry 9)

24 7 43 22
( 8-44) ( 2--10) (31 -54) (1' -44)



LIVINo C0 NDI1101V;

B-14

Definitely
Definitely

not No 2 Yes yes

165. I could use sore help finding 11 35 11 28 15

a part -tine or ter.porary jot,

166. living with my parents pic-

sents proLlc,:. that outweigh

the advantages

167. I will ha,e to leave school
for a whili u earn -,my

XVIII. The college sik,u20 . .

169. give students a 11,;4er role in

ueciding scat cervices will L2
paid for out of st,.dtnt fee,

170. take core responsibilitl. for
getting loan, for stufents

171. hare students and sti,:ent

spouses for C., colltge',,

clerical and r-a-ntcnan.c rats

172. use r_)n,., fro- stuaent let- to

run an oft:cc -.,:ere student,

can get adv,c,_ ;rop1e-s

like the draft,

trolling tpenses,
social activit1,2s, etc.

173. set rini-ur h-u,in,,, stand,r,:s

for landlords ... ..., rent to

students

1.74. train and pa s:u,:ents to

help i!efessl.nil coo".selors
work with stu('elt problers

175. cut out unesscn.ial but car-
pul,ory studnt costs, corn as

those for stulc::

athletics, tote .Indent new

paper, etc.

Xl).. I would . . .

177. core places on .a-pus to relax

Or study betc..ee. 'lasses, even

if classrou- sp.ce Pas to he

used

178. advice and help keeping living

costs door:

.

179. childcar# cell:cis provided on

or nearc,tre carus

180. textbooks I could rent so I

wouldn't have u nay so r..iny

181. he1' in ior-ing car pools

with other stud(nts

( 4--22)

18

( 9 -2i)

(25-43)

38

(28 -50)

( 7--16)

21

(14 - -37)

(16--40)

14

(10--22)

( 7--23)

9

( 2--13)

21 46 16 12 5

( 8--28) (32-57) (11--23) ( 5--21) ( 2-- 9)

2 11 21 52 13

( 0-- 8) ( 6--27) (14-28) (30-63) ( 5--30)

2 10 22 53 14

( 0-- 5) ( 5-20) (11--32) (42--73 ( 6-24)

1 5 15 60 '9

( 0-- 4) ( 2--13) ( 8--22) (48-75) (11 -31;

3 11 17 50 18

( 0-- 7) ( 6--25) ( 8-221 (43-62) (10 -25)

3 12 17 50 19

( 1-- 7) ( 7--21) ( 6 - -25) (40--64) ( 7--35)

2 9 19 56 15

( 0-- 5) ( 3 -15) (11 -27) (46--68) ( 5--23)

22 31 12

( 3--13) (22--41) (12 -30) (21--4I) ( 5-18)

3 26 17 41 12

( 0-- 6) (10-44) ( 7--26) (26--64) ( 3--25)

2 20 17 49 12

( 0-- 6) (11--30) ( 9--28) (36--64) ( 3--23)

4 20 33 33 10

( 2--10) ( 8--41) (23 -45) (14--44) ( 3--22)

2 14 12 50 21

( 0-- 7) ( 6--29) ( 5- -21) (42-62) (11--34)

4 28 27 32 9

( 1-- 8) (19 -44) (18 -40) (14-41) ( 4-15)



XX. Doting tie present term

183.

184.

B-15

sTuurrrs' INTERPERSONAL EXPERIINCES ON CAMPUS

-,-,

Not at Once or 3 times
all twice or more

1 have . . .

felt that a college staff
member didn't understand 38 5t 11

what I was saying

gone to a meeting or social
activity of _ school organiza-

(Li -57)

43

(38-61)

37

( 4--20)

20

tion ( 9--74) (21--54) ( 5--61)

185. got help from a faculty or
staff member with a problem
I was having in college

186. gone to a meeting or activity
organized by an ethnic group
at the college

187. made a serious suggestion to
a faculty "or staff Member about

how'something at the college
could be improved

188. been sent fro.: one office or
person to another trying to
get information

189. attended a meetini, or lecture
n u t h.e campus aoout a proule-

our societ., is facing

190. f(lt bitter or arpry about the
lack of seas: t :vi ty of the

college taculty or staff (28-74) (19-45) ( 6--27)

44 4) 11

(27--63) (32--56) ( 5--20)

73 21 6

(52--95) ( 3--36) ( 1--12)

60 33 7

(33 -73) (22 --54) ( 2--13)

41 45 14

(15 -57) (34--56) ( 8 -403

53 3I 10

(23 -83) (1659) ( 2--20)

56 33 11

XXI. In tne east two weeks I have . . .

192. talked u1th an instructor
casually about thins not 33 49 18

connected with Clal.', (16 -44) (41- 62) (13 -27)

193. Met someone at ,; -hoed 1 i,ope 21 53 26

to get to know better ( 8 --35) (41-61) (11--48)

194. spent time between cla,- s 6 30 65
talking with other stucet.: ( 1--12) (17- 40) (48--81)

195. got into an intere,ting activ- 56 29 5
ity going on at the colle4e (25-15) (19--41) ( 5--38)

XXII. In gt::eral . .

19! I have no t-ouble getting the
information 1 n ,cal about ,chool

198. my Instructor, are available
outside class at times conven-
ient to me

Definitely Definitely
not No ? Yes yes

7 33 20 36 4

( 3--13) (25- 43) (12--27) (27-48) ( 0-- 8)

5 24 19 48

( 0-10) (12- 32) ( 8--26) (38--A2) ( 2-11)



Li

INIERITRSONAI, EXPERILNCLS

199. a lot of the activities
most students like don't
appeal to rae

200. a lot of faculty and staff
members just don't hear
what minority students try
to tell them

201. students here are usually
,involved in the administrative
decisions that affect them

202. most of the people I spend
time with outside cla,s are
other students

203. I've found a seal acceptance
of different racial groups
at the college ( 2--13) ( 6--28) (18-46) (22--57) l 5--17)

B-16

Definitely
not No Yes

Definitely
yes

4 32 26 33 5

( 1-- 8) (20 -52) (15-34) (21 -46) ( 2-- 8)

6 25 37 25 6

( 1--12) (16-36) (25--49) (13--39) ( 1--13)

8 2o 38 26 3

( 1--18) (16--36) (16-53) (14--39) ( 0-- 7)

5 22 / 50 15

( 0-14) ( 2--37) ( 2--12) (32 - -70) ( 7--33)

5 16 27 43 9

204. a handful of student', run

things here

205. instructors are easy to
talk with

206. I'm pretty much like most
of the other students here

207. it's very hare for students

to get their coacerns known
and acted on

208. my so, ial life is outside

school

209. the student government does
a good job gett,ng student
needs taken care of

210. students beie a, given the
respect and responsibilities
of adults

211. minorit students face a lot
of problems in the college
that other students don't have

212. organized socia, activities at
the college are not necessary
because there ate enough things
going on in the surrounding
area

213. I've had instructors here who
had trouble understanding what
the students' p)oblers were

214. ',crganized ethnic groups on the
campus have had a impact

9 28 32 23 9

( 4--17)

2

( 0-- 5)

5

( 2 -12)

(17--37)

10

( 4--16)

17

(10-25)

(15--52)

15
( 3--23)

16

( 8 -25)

(13--37)

62

(53 -70)

57

(45--69)

( 3--21)

11

( 3--20)

6

( 3--I2)

2 24 34 34 6

( 0- 4) (12--41) (21--49) (15--48) ( 1--14)

2 13 10 54 21

( 0-- 7) ( 3--49) ( 5--16) (31 - -65) ( 5--34)

9 20 :.,5 24 2

( 1--24) (12-35) (17--65) ( 9--36) ( 0-- 6)

6 15 22 51 6

( 1--23) ( 5--37) ( 8--32) (37 -63) ( 1-13)

8 31 34 22 5

( 3--14) (21-41) (23-50) (13--32) ( c--13)

16 38 28 15 3

( 6--48) (29--47) ( 7--39) ( 5--25) ( 0-- 6)

3 26 23 40 8

k 0-- 8) (16 - -40) /13-32) (27--53) ( 3--18)

8 30 44 16 3

( 2--26) (16--45) (24--60) ( 3--32) ( 0--10)



1N1ERPLPSONA1. IU'INLNCES

XXIII. The college should . .

216. provide more facilities for
ethnic groups

217. offer more courses and
programs for people in the
community who ale not reg-
ular students

218. recruit more students from
minority groups

219. provide more activities for
special groups of students
instead of campus-wide
activities

220. abandon any attempts to
control students' out-of-
class activities ( 2--14) (14--46) (13--33) (15--42) ( 7--30)

B-17

Definitely
not

6

( 2--10)

No

22

(13--37)

44

(35--59)

Yes

24

(14--33)

Definitely
yes

4

(

2 14 23 54 7

( 0-- 5) ( 4 - -23) (16--33) (42--71) ( 3--15)

5 20 36 33 6

( 2-- 9) ( 9-=38) (23--46) (13--47) ( 1--11)

5 28 31 31 4

( 1-- 9) (15--46) (15-41) (24--41) ( 0-- 9)

5 2. 2I 34 16

221. give more attention to serving
the community and less to send-
ing students on to advanced 15 40 24 17 4

education ( 7--39) (30--58) (14--30) ( 8--26) ( 1-- 7)

XXIV. I would like . . .

223. mote organized social
events

3 20 25 42 10

( ()-- 7) ( 7--35) (12--39) (25--59) ( 3--25)

224. more activities geared tc
married students or older 3 23 36 32 6

students ( 1-- b) (13--37) (25--44) (18--40) ( 0-13)

225. student- faculty "encounters"
2 11 29 49 10

( 0-- 6) ( 5--16) (13- 37) (41 -62) ( 4--26)

226. the activities fee dropped;
I can take care of my own 5 26 26 30 12

activities ( 2--14) (14--56) (15-42) (11-44) ( 1--23)



Appendix C-1

STUDENT REACTIONS TO COLLEGE

Directions

This questionnaire is intended to give students a systematic way of

saying what is important in ti eir college experierv-es. What is valuable

and what is not"), What is going well in college and what needs changing

or improving?

Since the important results.arc in what groups of students say,

identification of individual students is not necessary., Don't put your

name, on the questionnaire, but please complete the _terns below so the

results can be organized to show howNdeois of the college differ for

different groups of ,students. Individua1 questionnaires will not be ex-

amined try any to at the colt, gc, the total set of questionnaires will be

sent to Education al Testing Service for tabulation.

(Alternate paragraph: Please print your name (and social security/

identification number) in the space below and 'dad: in the circles so a

machine' can read it, This is necessary to let the results get coordinated

with other information. such as academic performance or changes in

major field, or to see how your views of the colleg.e may charge as

changes occur in the college. Nothing in the questionnaire will enter

your academic record in any way or will affect how your performance is

judged.) `4



C-2

A. Sex: 13. Age:
Male ( )

Under 18 ( )

Female ( ) 18 - 19 ( )

20 - 21 ( )

22- 24 ( )

25 - 29 ( )

30 - 39 ( ).
40 - 59 ( )

60 or older ( )

C. Marital Status:
Single ( )

Married ( )

Widowed, divorced, or
separated ( )

D. Living with parents ? E. Employment:
Yes ( ) Not employed ( )

No
)

Employed part time ( )

Employed full time ( )

F. Ethnic grog; (Please check only one):
Afro- American ( ) Browr ) Puerto Rican )

Black ( ) Chicano ( ) Caucasian ( )

Negro ( ) Hispano- White ( )

Americano ( )

American Indian ( ) Latin- Other: ( )

American )

Asian ( ) Latino ( )

Oriental ( ) Mexican-
American )

G. When do you your classes?
Mostly mornings ( )

Mostly afternoons ( )

Morning s and afternoons ( )

Mostly evenings ( )

Days and evenings ( )

H. For how many credit hours :.re you enrolted?
Less than 9 ( )

9 - 11 ( )

12 - 15 ( )

More than 15 ( )



C-3

I. 1. How many previous semesters (or quarters) have you completed
at this college'?

None ( )

One ( )

Two or more ( )

2. How many at another college?
None ( )

One ( )

Two or more ( )

J. Have you served for 90 days or more on active duty in the armed
services of the United States 2

No ( )

Yes ( )

K. What is your major field or course of study? Please mark the one
field that :30 ems closest to yours. Examples are given in parentheses.

1. Uneecided
2. Agriculture
3. Nataral resources other than agriculture

(ecology, forestry, landscape technology,
inanagenient)

4. Applied arts (photography, fashion, interior
design)

5. Fin,?. arts (sculpture, theater, music)
6. Architecture
7. Business (accounting, marketing, secretarial,

hotel and restaurant services)
8. Communication (broadcasting, journalism,

public relations, advertising)
9. Behavioral sciences (psychology, sociology,

anthropology)
10. Social sciences (economics, history, political

science)
11. Public services (police science, public

administration, social welfare , transportaticn,
planning)

12. Biological sciences (biology, botany,
physiology)

13. Physical sciences (chenl-i-sfry, physics,
geology)

14. Mathematics, statistics
15. Engineering



C-4

16. Technology (data processing, engineering
technology, drafting, optics)

17. Trade and industry (auto mechanics, plumbing,
carpentry, machinist)

18. Iloalth services (medical technician, nursing,
physfcal therapy, occupational therapy,
spec ch therapy)

19. Personal services (cosmetology, child care)
20. Home economics (clothing and textiles,

dietet,c:,, hoMe management)
21. Education (,,lementary, secondary, special)
22.. Liberal arts and humanities (languages,

Eterature, ethnic studies, philosophy)
23. Dher:

I. What does your program usually lead to eventually?
Fou.,--1,e3.r or higher degree
Two--;!itr ci:;gree,
Certificate )1 diploma
No formal educational goal
Uncertain



C--:

Please n-i; rk only one choir ,s for each statement on t!- t following pages.
Try to respond to every statement. :ince differ,-!nt grol...ps of statements
have different le-d-in p1 rases and ask for tl:fferent kinds of response, be
sure you stay with the lab:'ls at the top of each c lumn of circles. The
"Not Applicable" response sl.uuld be useu only where 4 circle provided
for it.

This term my instructors have . .

I. been available outside class
at times comenient to me

2. been easy to tall: t.

3. had trouble understanding
what the students' problems
were

4. geared their instruction to
the students' interests and
aoilities

5. been unable to explain some-
thing in a way-i could under-
stand it

6. respected student points of
view that were difftrent
from their own

7. presented more in class than
I learned from reading
the text

8. really listened to student
questions and discussions
in class

9. done more than put out the
materi al and leave it to me to
get what I can

Not Almost Some- Almcst
Applicable never timeF Often 111.vays

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )



Not Almost Some- Almost
never times Often Always

( )

( )

(

(

)

)

(

,,

'

)

( )

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

urnkli 11A4101M11111".., AhlgediMMUMMIMeeniiiiMOldnaP



During the present term I have . .

19. participated In a course -
related actIvIty off the
camp.

20. tall:e4 about course work
for at least 15 r:):n-te s
in' ructor e!` side of class
time

21. eone badly on a test

22. got help on co rs.or.rorn
a faculty menlber oats:de cl ss

23. had to buy a textbook that was
not really necessary

24. helped anotn( r student st.1-y

25. been unable to libra
when I need( d to becuse
wasn't open

26. had to spend .itne learninr, or
relearning n tib tl-L'
have known

27. got help
another stud-nt

to 1,0 il"
f.;( ,

1),

(:1 ,

2

C-7

Not No Yes, les, twice
Applicable once or more

( ( )
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During the present term I have . .

30. been inconvenienced by an
administrative error

31. talked with an instructor about
things not connected with class

32. talked with an adviser for
15 minutes or more

33. asked a student for advice
about what courses to take

34. looked through occupational
information to learn about job
possibiiities for when I finish
school

35. taken tests to decide what Rind
of courses to take

36. tried unsuccessfully to get help
from a counseljr or adviser

37. been given wrong information
about programs or courses by
a ccilege staff member

38. gone to a meeting of a college
organ .ration or to an orgr.ni7ed

ac'iity at the college

39. gone to a ineetinc, or lctivity
orranizcd by an ethnic group at
the college

40. faced a pi oblc:r. invoking
housing, a io:), ->o,Ir«:;
firan( t rttl,S1)Ort ,Itlt,r1,
Or 5(,1;1('0,1' ." t ,)nnc< to (1

witl, r.:-

cull( c( 1 c, ti c.e li,( e
wit} :pit

Not No Yes, yes, twice
Applicable once or more

( ) (

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) )
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During the dresent term I have . .

41. missed a class assignment
because I dic'n't have money
for the bock or other
supplies I ne;ded

42. lont-prt se iousl .without
succf.. s for part-time or
temporary work

43. thought seriously about
dropping out because of ia:k
of money

44. been faced with unexnected
costs counec-ed with college
tnat have made problems. for
me

Not No Yes, Yes, Gt-kvice
Applicable once or more

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )



Not Almost Some- Almost
Applicable never times Often always

This term I have . .

45. known how well I was doing
in my courses before I got
2 grade

had class assignments that
we re really only

47. been bore in class

48. been in a class that just went
over mate, _11 I alrcady knew

49. felt left belund ,n a cl: =c-

50. been unable to unclerstarci
what was being taugb in = lass

51. felt frustr Lted because the
class was rrio.,-ir.g fast
enough

52. i-cd trouble concentrating on
1.7ha: I was supposed to be
Ftudiing

53. had sc muk.h. reading to do that
I didn't 1- aNe time to really
understand it

54. been able tD ge help with
studies when I've needed it

55. fouad I couldn't understand
what I was studying oven
though I understood it earlier
in class

56. felt bitter or angry about the
lack of sensitivity of a member
of the college faculty or staff

57. had problems getting to and
from the campus

(

)

)

(

(

)

)

(

(

)

)

( )

( )

) ( ) ( .) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

) ( ) ( ) ( )

) ( ) ( ( )

) ( ) ( ) ( )



t

Not No YcL- Ycs

ihe :.ent tl:at provides . .

( I. :;l a
here sevcro.

lestst ()Ile ".:"tit% ba.,,e(t
.111:1\:

in:,tructor

60. tl.e fa-t stud., niz, .(1
sit:di I'll :3

cla:.ses

61. ra0S bcised 00 day-to-day
:r,a, 0,0 a f(2v.r bi

ex-tr:-.s or ...Ja:.ers

(2. O. "1-0:-Co': rrarieS
%%Hi I (.:(2

c:ner stncle:.:s

63. inrr(-;x:( t sr.,a1! dasses tnore
thz.:: frequent Itre ciasses

64. classcs that ::tz:v o0 the course
schedule t ad or fol:ov..1

S dent trier,. st:,

65.

66.

at lea t one worse e in whic h I

an grad c,i

courses or m /or! arounri
vaiut-ty of ,l;rCe
Pot 3ust text

67. cour ..es I could rt.:( t r(,11 t

for hy S iT ,0 Ifl ov.r)

and po.ss ng (4.7=d1,1

( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( )

( )

)

(

(

(

(

)

)

X

(

1

)

( )

( )

( ) ( ) ( 1 ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

( ) ( ) ( 1 ( 1 ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )



C-12
Definitely

Not

I would like
Or

I like the present arrangement that provides . .

68. practical experience in
actual job situatioLs
even if it tak tr^ longer
to finish

6,. class experitnces out 'n
the community- or away
from colle7e

70. a stu-lent-ru- office,
suppoi ted by stulent fees,
for z.--'vice on housing, tnc
draft, I v*.rig expemzes, drujs,
contr?ceotion, and otne'-
nona. ademie rs of
stuoc_nts

71. organized soL .11 activiti,s

72. cultural e. or. campus--
art exhibit:-.,
concerts, etc.

Definitely
No Yes Yes

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

( ) ,( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )



C-13

Not Definitely Definitely
Applicable Not No Yes Yes

In general .

73. I'm doing well in my
major field

74. I know what I want to do
when I finish here

75. I've lost time toward a BA
or BS degree b'cause some
of the courses :'ve taken
won't count in a four-year
college

76., my occupational plans
have changed since I
started here

77. I know as much as I need
to know about four-year
colleges and thei,
requiremerts

78. the college is set up to
give me pretty much
what I want

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

79. I've never learned to study
well enough to handle the work
in the time I should

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) )

80. stuur. puTilications are
too tightly controlled
the administration ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

81. tI'e rules and i-42,ulations
arc pretty relaxed here,
noLody 'eels hassled

8 ?. the faculty and st.Lff
lh.t( .I1( n tInnolity
Stud(
scunctInni,

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )



C -14

Not Defir.itely
Applicable Not NQ

In general . .

83. re -s and regulations
that affect me are made
by the administration
without enough consultation
with students

84. students here have a reasonable
role in deciding what services
are paid for from student
fees

85. a hand(' it '11 students
run things here

86. students here don't
care about much except
getting through with
college

Definitely
Yes Yes

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

87. the campus is a place
where students just go to
cl; ; not much else
happens here ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

88. food services on the campus
are adequate for my needs ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

89. I have had problems getting
acceptable housing ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

90. wh're I live I feel cut off
from the campus ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

91. the college does as much as
it can to hire students or
their spouses in its clerical
and maintenanco. jabs ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

92. I will have to leave school for
a while to earn money ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

93. I'm un< rtain aboot
I'm gc on: ( .,11.ege ( ) ) ( ) ) )

54. 1 s.,,,),11(1 n fie1,1

of st I

he (1. 1 tit r,



This term . .

95. the campus has been
a friendly, comfortable
place to be

96. registration procedures
were a real burden

97. I got the courses I
wanted

98. the struggle and chaos
of getting started lasted
too long into the term

C-15

Not Definitely fiefinitely
Applicable Not No Yes Yes

(

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

99. there's a close connection
between my courses and
what I want to do when I
leave ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

100. required course in my
major field kept. me from
taking other courses I would
have liked ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( )

101. I'm here for ihe classes;
I don't need'the non-
curricular activities

102. costs of book:: and
supplies have been a
problem

10: I've seen a real
acceptance of students
from racial minorities
at the colle{.e

104 organized ethLic Froups
have had a nib impact
on the campus

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( t 1 ( ) ( ( ) ( )



In general . ,

105. I've had trouble knowir
what c.)urses to take

106. it's very hard for students
here to get their concerns
known and acted on

107. ,tho administrative policies
here are reasonable

108. students here arc given
a,. respect and respon-
sibility of adults

109. minority students face a
lot of problems in the
c:llege that other students
don't have

110. information about what's going
on at school easy
to get

111. the ,,Tganized student
activities have appealed
to me

11Z, the student government
:las done a good job with
things important to me

113. I feel unsafe on the campus
after ark

114. I feel unable to lay down a
book or anything else on
campus for fear it will be
stolen

115. classes, studying, and
a job have kept me too
busy for anything else

C-16

Not Almost Some- Almost
Applicable never times Often Always

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )



a
5

This term I have . .

116. dropped a course because \
it wasn't what I wanted

117. been kept out of a course I
wanted because I didn't meet
the requirements

118. taken a course I didn't want or
need because the course I
wanted was closed

119. stayed out of a course I want ed
because the books or Supplies
would have cost too much

120. had to take a course below the
level of one I wanted and could
have hat died

121. been trapped by ri,gic, dfop and
add requirements ir. a cours 1

found I didn't ne.e,:l of want

122. :,.!en prevented by scheduling
proble,,Is from taking a course
required in my field

123. missed a course I need because
it wasn't given

124. taken a course mainly for my own
satisfaction in learning what it
offered

125. takcn,a required course that's
been a waste of time

126. had an instruc`o, who eon;,istently
came tc, class unprepared

C-17

No ' Yes, one Yes', two
Or more

1

1

4



C-18

This term I have

127. got so far behind in a
course that before I re
;1, it was too late to catch up

128. been inv.a course slanted too
heavil), toward persons going
from here into i job in that
field

129. taken a course geared too
much to studeLts
go to a four ar oliego

130 had a course I thouvlit would
be dull lufrn oil' to be interesting

131, had a coin se I thoudit would be
interesting tur -1 out to be dull

No Yes, one Yes, two
or more



I need . .

132. someplace on campus
where I can study with
other students

133. someplace on campus
where I can study without
being disturbed

134. more information about
what the job situation will
be like when S. leave here

13'5. a child care center on or
near the campus

136. a locker on campus- -
something I don't have
noN,

13.7. help finding a temporary
or part-time job

c-19

Definiteh:
Not No

Definitely
Yes Yes

) ( )



C-20

Not Definitely Definitely
Applicable Not No ? Yes Yes

The college should . . .

138. make available a large
group of good students
that other students could
go to individually when
they need help with
studies

139. limit more library books
to one-day circulation so
they would be more
available

140. stock more copies of
texts and other required
books in the library for
rental by the day or week

141. cut down the time students
spend filling out forms by
computerizing the routine
administrative work

142. cut out unessential but
compulsory student costs,
811 :.1 as those for s',ident
activities, intercollegiate
athl&-ics, the student
newspaper, et c.

143. put more of its employees-
on a part-time bL sis so
students cculd be hired

144. offer more courses and
prcgrams fo-.- people in the
community who are not
regular students

145. have student records and
transcripts :,how only a list
of the courses the student has
passed, without grades

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) C ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) t ) ( )-

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )



C -21-

Not Definitely Definitely
Applicable Not No Yes Yes

The college shculc, . .

146. record grade., r in a
stud ant's n_aj 1 ld,
and just lint
cour >eq a s'ucier nz.ls

passed

147. offer more courses
related to ethnic issues

148. provide more a;ti -ties
for special grc.:.ps of
students instead of gene cal
campus-wide activities

149. let students enroll in classes
they feel they can handle,
regardless of their to t
scores or previous grades

150. add several days at rie
beginning of the to r.'1 to
allow students more time
to work out their programs

151. le' as rrAr.y s_ dents as
-.A ant to take any -.1 -.ss with
any ilt.tructo even if some
classes become huge

152. enforce campus -zegulations_,%
more firmly

153. let student groups organize
and meet en campus without~
having to get permission from
the administration

154. deny permission to speak cf#,-
campus to nonstudents with
extreme political or social
views

155. let students drop a course at
any time without being given a
ft-tiling wile

) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ( 1 ( 1



C-22

Not Definitely Definitely
Applicable Not No ? Yes Yes

The c.)112.ge should . . .

156. provide more opportunities
to get together with other
students on campus

157. drop the activities fee; I
can take care of my own
activities

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) (%) ( ) ( )



Appendix D-1

Corresponding Items

Trial
Version

I

Final
Version

21

Trial
Version

45

Final
Version

32

Trial
Version

88

Final
Version

2 46 34 89 24
3 19 47 33 90
4 4 48 91
5 20 49 35 92 25
6 5 50 116 93
7 130 4151 Ail 94 55
9 47 52 117 95 27

10 7 53 36 96
11 54 118 97
12 48 55 99
13 49 56 37 100
14 50 58 93 101
15 59 73 102
16 60 99 103
17 51 61 104 52
18 46 62 105 53
2,C, 45 63 106 9
21 64 74 107 127
22 17 65 75 109 132
23 9 66 76 110 139
24 6, 10 67 111 140
25 69 112
26 18 70 94 113 138
27 11 71 134 115
29 58 72 68 116
30 59 73 69 117
31 60 74 77 118
32 61 75 147 119
33 62 76 120
34 77 121
35 79 122. 122
36 63 80 124 96
37 81 125
38 82 129 126 123
40 83 127 97
41 84 128 107
42 64 86 2.2 129 80
43 87 130



Trial
Version

Final
Version

D-2

Trial
Version

Final
Version

Trial
Version

Final
Version

131 81 175 142 220
132 177 221
133 30 178 223 71
135 141 179 135 224
136 180 225
137 181 226 157
138 150 183
139 151 184 38
140 154 185
141 152 186 39
142 153 187
143 188 29
144 189
145 190 56
147 192 31
148 88 193
149 41,102 194
150 195
151 197 110
152 198 1

153 57 199 111
154 42 200 82
155 43 201 83
156 202
158 203 103
159 204 85
160 44 Z05 2
161 89 206
162 115 207 106
163 90 208
164 23 209 112
165 137 210 108
166 211 109
167 92 212
169 84 213 3
170 214 104
171 91 216
172 70 217 144
173 218
174 219 148


